Swim England South East
Regional Management Board
Minutes of Meeting held on Sunday 24 February 2019 at Holiday Inn Guildford
____________________________________________________________________
Present:

Roger Penfold (RFP)
George Adamson (GA)
John Davies (JD)
Brian Deval (BD)
Chris Lee (CL)
Alan Lewis (AL)
William Long (WL)
Roger Prior (RGP)
Shelley Robinson (SR)

Chairman
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Also in attendance (non-voting):
Jenny Gray (JG)
Keith Barber (KB)
Rosa Gallop (RG)
Bryony Gibbs (BG)
Di Hughes (DH)
Kristie Jarrett (KJ)
Helen Mack (HM)
Ben McDonald (BM)
Geoff Stokes (GS)
21

President
Open Water Manager
Club Development Officer
Regional Office Manager
Synchro Manager
Regional Club Development Officer
Regional Club Development Officer
Water Polo Manager
Masters Manager

Apologies
Apologies had been received from:
Carol & David Butler
Andy Hewat
Carys Jones
Mike Lambert
Sara Todd
Sue Barker, Ivan Horsfall-Turner, Terry Norris were also unable to attend the meeting.

22

Discipline Managers Reports & Succession Planning Updates
Reports for all disciplines, except Disability, were circulated in advance of the meeting.
Discipline Managers, where present, discussed some of the main points and took questions
on their reports.
Swimming – GA
It was noted that there are continued issues with the pool at Portsmouth. RG requested that
MGL let her know of any issues with pools. In a previous case the client manager was
unaware of the problems as they had not been reported correctly. Obtaining Officials for the
Winter Championships was also a problem and resulted in the finals being run with 6 rather
8 lanes. GA and Ian Bond are working together on the recruitment of Technical Officials to
ensure all licensed Officials within the Region are contacted.
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The group are currently seeking a volunteer to help with recruiting non-technical Officials for
Regional Swimming Competitions. It was noted that some clarity may be required from MGL
on the role this volunteer would undertake. It was understood that there may be a need to
pay clubs to help fill non-technical roles if the Region is unable to recruit the required amount
of support. In this case, there would be a need to increase prices to cover the costs: it was
suggested that clubs that sent volunteers could receive a discount, but higher fees could
mean that clubs stop coming to the event. Licensing regulations prevent there being any link
to acceptance of entries and the number of officials provided by a club. It is understood that
some other regions experience similar issues, although some were said to be inundated with
officials. This could relate to the size of the Region.
Development - JD
The number of swimmers from the Region getting on to GB teams is really positive,
especially over the past 4 years. It was also noted that 6 clubs from the Region were in the
National Arena Swimming League finals.
Stronger Affiliation could impact the work of the CDO and RCDOs significantly, as it is
believed this will involve club visits. Non SwimMark clubs will need support to achieve the
required elements which might include constitution checks and 5 other elements. To date
no information has been released on this. The RCDOs are planning workshops on this for
the next year. Most SwimMark clubs have now updated their constitutions, non SwimMark
clubs will be contacted shortly. This will be reliant on the volunteers who check constitutions
for each of the counties. There may be a need to run a lot more Safeguarding workshops to
ensure these clubs have trained personnel.
It was noted that Kent Water Polo had received Sport England funding thanks to the work
put in by BM on the funding application. There are a number of funding opportunities
available which are included in the Region’s funding guide. However, clubs themselves
need to apply. It was confirmed that the CDO/RCDOs are able to help clubs with
applications.
Disability Swimming - RGP
No report had been supplied for Disability Swimming, RGP reported on Disability Swimming
as the Board Liaison Member. It was noted that the last competition that was due to run in
September at Wycombe had to be cancelled due to a lack of entries. It is understood that
there is a Para Swimming Competition due to take place on 23 March at the Quays,
Southampton, but no details are currently on the website. Currently two competitions are run
per year, one in September for classified swimmers and those waiting for classification and
one in March for unclassified swimmers. Details for events for all disciplines should be
published and publically available. Disciplines should provide details of their events to the
Regional Office at the earliest opportunity and information can then be added to the website.
Action: BG / Discipline Managers
RGP met with SB to work on the budget submission. It was noted that there is a need to SB
to travel a lot more due to the changes at Swim England, meaning that the Para Swimming
Coaches now only deal with swimmers on the Talent Programme.
The Region would like to see SB have more support for Disability Swimming as the role
currently being undertaken is too large a workload for one individual. It was suggested that
a Disability Group be formed to support SB, with links in to the counties. It was noted that
Kent have just appointed a Disability/Para Manager for their County. It was also agreed that
one of the RCDO’s should be aligned to support Disability Swimming. HM to help support
SB with setting up a Regional Disability Group.
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Action: HM
Masters Swimming - GS
GS is looking to hand over his current responsibilities but has not yet been able to find
someone to take on the role. However, volunteers have been found to take over the running
of parts of the Masters Competition. Jim Boucher has been managing parts of the SC meet.
Glen Issacs took over the LC meet which ran in January. Bob Odell had been very successful
in sourcing officials for the event. Both the SC and LC meets ran successfully and entries
had to close very early due to popularity. The 1500m event will run on 13 April at K2, this
time as LC. The event entries were full 4 days after opening.
Masters have run a Development day for the past 4 years. However, no one has volunteered
to run the event this year. GS has discussed possible options with HM/KJ. The event is
budgeted but may not run if no one agrees to help.
A query was raised about South East Swimmers are given priority for the Masters’ events.
It was confirmed that information is usually circulated to the County Reps prior to entries
opening to encourage entries. It was also noted that entry fees are refunded as long as
swimmers withdraw before the closing date.
Masters Para Swimmers were discussed as it is understood at Para Swimming events they
compete against swimmers in the same classification and are not split by age which results
in Masters Swimmers competing against much younger swimmers. At the National Masters
there will be a separate event for Para Swimmers, which would not be split by classification.
Diving - AL
The Diving report was presented by AL as Board Liaison Member. There has been good
progress across the year in Diving particularly from the SEEDs programme with the divers
seeing a lot of success. The programme and network have really helped Albatross DC who
currently have no pool following the closure of Central Pool in Reading.
The Board recorded their thanks to Frank Clewlow for his contribution and service as Diving
Manager since the inception of the Region.
Water Polo - BM
BM reported that is has been a challenging time for Water Polo and the challenges which
would possibly continue for another 6-12 months. This is in part due to new rules being
cleared by FINA in December but not yet being published. Currently, only guidelines are
known for the new rules and not how they will be implemented. This is with FINA and Swim
England have no further information. There have also been communication issues with Swim
England and delays with dates being released in a timely manner, which has resulted in
activities not running in the Region such as the Coaches Workshop.
Water Polo has 3 active networks that are working well and both Ewan Partridge and Alastair
Roberts are achieving great results in their roles as Regional Coaches.
Open Water Swimming - KB
It was reported that there may in future be a charge for storing equipment which has
previously been free of charge. The current location is convenient due to its proximity to
Chichester.
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The Open Water Championships were very successful with record entries. The Region is
now the second strongest for participation and is growing each year. The entry system ran
successfully through the website in 2018 and will do the same this year with some small
adjustments. It was confirmed that there was no problem with contacting participants from
the previous year to make them aware of the 2019 event providing “blind copy” was used
and all data was deleted after this. The Series has not run in recent times. This was for
various reasons but partially due to bad weather. Relationships need to be rebuild with the
clubs that run these events.
There is a shortage of qualified Open Water Officials in the Region. It is hoped that regions
will become self-sufficient in terms of Open Water Officials due to the high costs of Officials
traveling across the county. There are currently challenges to getting Open Water Officials
qualified: the courses can be run free of charge, but Officials need to obtain experience to
qualify. KB has discussed the pathway at a national level, suggesting an add-on for existing
Officials, much like they do for Disability Swimming. KB confirmed that the group hope to
offer an Officials’ course are part of the Talent Camp to capture parents who are already
Officials or those that would like to get involved.
KB recently attended the National Open Water Group: minutes will be circulated. Swim
England recognise that they cannot match “Great” Swims and organisations that run large
scale open water events. County Open Water events would be positive, although it was
acknowledged that in some counties this would not be viable. There are problems fitting
events in as Open Water compete with speed swimming for space in the calendar. It was
also noted that Swim England have introduced new Open Water qualifications that Coaches
need to complete. However, these do not take into account prior experience. It was noted
these issues have been discussed nationally, too.
KB has been involved in Open Water Swimming since the days of Southern Counties ASA.
The first championships had 6 competitors, in 2018 there were 224. For many years the
South East had no Open Water Swimmers representing at a National level: however, last
year there were 3. KB recorded his thanks to Trevor Linkins and the late Rod for their support
over the years, without whom Open Water would not be in the place it is now. KB also
thanked the Board for their support. KB will continue as the Regional Representative on the
National Open Water Group and is also the only Open Water Trainer in the Region.
The Board recorded their thanks to KB for his outstanding contribution to Open Water in the
Region.
Synchronised Swimming - DH
Synchronised Swimming have included in their budget some funding towards 4 x training
days for Electric Eels (Synchro section) who will be competing as Great Britain at the
European Downs Syndrome Championships in September. It was noted that the club could
apply for funding through the Inclusion Funding that has been made available, to contribute
towards travel costs. Confirmation is required from CL/RGP if the funding information can
now be published.
Action: CL/RGP
The budget request has been reduced for 2019/20 due to changes nationally within Synchro.
This includes significant changes to the Region’s Development Squad. The squad used to
do an offshore training camp, but this year a domestic camp will take place over 5 days. The
squad are then looking to compete in Croatia in 2020. The group are hoping to purchase
some music equipment within the current financial year. There have also been significant
cost savings due to the closure of Central Pool, Reading. Activities have been moved to
Abbey School (Reading) which is significantly cheaper. The competition entries fees will be
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increased, although they remain significantly cheaper than the national fees. Synchronised
Swimming hope to have online entries for their events this year.
The National team has requested that County Development Squads are implemented. This
is beginning to be encouraged and facilitated within the counties. Some counties will try and
get these running for this year. These squads are for 10 years and under and will involve 4
x 1 day camps.

23

All discipline managers were thanked for their attendance and reports. BD requested that all
Disciplines send photos for inclusion in the Annual Report.
Action: Discipline Managers
Data Protection Update

24

Since the GDPR came in May 2018 there have been 45,000 data protection breaches
notified to the regulator. There is still some work to be completed at a Regional level due to
the amount of information held. Training for Regional Staff is due to take place via an online
training session on 27/02/19. There will also be additional internal policies required and
decisions made on how long such records need to be maintained. Further guidance for
Discipline Managers and Staff will be produced.
Action: Data Protection Sub Group
Annual Council Meeting - Sept 2019
A report was circulated ahead of the meeting. The following decisions were taken;
1. The format of the 2019 Annual Council Meeting, particularly,
- Inclusion of an awards’ ceremony was agreed.
- Provision for any training sessions or workshops was agreed. Possibly one
workshop, the idea of guest speaks was also discussed.
- It was agreed that there would be no open mic or informal Q&A session.
It was agreed that a decision would be made at the next RMB meeting on the
training or workshop/s that would be offered. KJ had been looking to run a Team
Manager forum on the day other ideas included; funding workshops, information on
the new regime for Judges courses could be organised for Course Leaders /
Referees (more information on the changes will be known mid-March).
2. It was agreed that the Board would recommend a change to article 12.3.6 of the
constitution to reduce the quorum to 15. This motion, if agreed, would be in place
from 2020. It was noted that should the Region decide to incorporate in future this
will become irrelevant.
3. It was agreed to recommend a change to article 12.2.3 so that prior notice of
questions on the Annual Report, accounts or minutes is no longer required.
4. It was agreed to propose at the beginning of the 2019 ACM that the prior notice
requirements of article 12.2.3 be suspended for that meeting.
5. It was agreed that the circulation of all material concerning the 2019 ACM would be
by electronic means.
6. It was agreed that it would be permissible for signed authorisation slips for delegates
to be delivered electronically to the regional office until 12 noon on the last working
day before the ACM.
7. The motion to recommend changes to the Constitution no longer to require there to
be a Regional Council or ACM was not agreed. RFP will discuss this with Jane
Nickerson. The Board were unsure if this could be removed.
There may, in future, be a need to address where the ACM is positioned in the calendar as
Swim England will be running their ACM in May. Due to this there may also be a need to
consider the Region’s financial year.
Action: RFP/BG
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Review of the Region’s Strategy 2017-2021 & Operational Plan
Following the meeting in November, HM/KJ have continued to work on the Region’s
Operational plan. This has now been divided into disciplines and objectives for both the
discipline and the Region have been matched to the areas of work. The 2019/20 budget
submissions have been checked to ensure that they match with the Operational Plan. In
most cases these match up, but a few inconsistencies were noted, in particular for Diving
and Disability.
It was agreed that the document would be sent to Discipline Managers so they can check
that they are happy with the content and can confirm if there are any specific targets that the
disciplines would like included. From 01 April, when the new financial year begins, it will be
possible to use this as a measure. It was confirmed that this was a live document that will
be constantly updated. It was noted that there were a number of items which were waiting
on Swim England, for example Stronger Affiliation.

26

The Board endorsed the Operational Plan. The document will be sent to Discipline Managers
for them to check and comment on for responses no later than 14 March. This will then be
put forward to final approval at the next RMB meeting.
Action: HM/BG/Discipline Managers
Finance - Budget 2019/20
The submissions for the 2019/20 budget were lower than anticipated. It was highlighted that
reductions for Synchro were a one-off due to changes being implemented nationally and the
budget would increase in the future. There would be an increased income due to the 2019
fee increase. It was noted that if the Volunteering Strategy is agreed that there could be
further budget items which were not considered at the time of the budget submission.

27

The Finance Sub Group will meet to discuss this and seek formal budget agreement at the
March meeting. It was agreed that the budget presented will be very similar to the draft,
allowing the Disciplines to start planning their activities for 2019/20. The Finance Sub Group
will also discuss potential changes to the Region’s financial year to coincide with Swim
England. Such changes could be implemented this year, meaning a 9 month year to
December and by calendar year after this. The Finance Sub Group will also discuss the
need for a Regional credit card.
Action: RGP / Finance Sub Group
Regional Checklist
The checklist was circulated ahead of the meeting. It was hoped this would be helpful to
Disciplines to help with running activities. Once finalised there will be supporting documents
to go with the checklist with the relevant policies and templates. Also included are some
items of good practice in terms of branding to ensure consistency. GA proposed that the
checklist was approved subject to the changes discussed.
The checklist was discussed and the following suggests were made;
 There should be a designated Safeguarding lead identified.
 Risk Assessments and checklist should be completed by Disciplines and the
paperwork shared with the Regional Office. A member of staff should check all
paperwork and this should be kept on file.
 Need to ensure that documents are kept up to date and all links continue to work.
 Branding should be consistent. The privacy statement needs to be included.
Including the Region’s Vision in paperwork would be beneficial – ‘Our vision is to
ensure our region is a place where clubs, athletes and volunteers can flourish’.
Action: HM
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Review of Communications
In numbers:
Facebook
Facebook (w/p)
Twitter
Instagram
Newsletter

508 likes
45 likes
1,808 followers
345 followers
832 monthly recipients

BD is going to create a link between the Regional Facebook and Instagram accounts. All
Regional staff now have access to the Region’ social media accounts.
Website – last 6 months:
24k users with 50k sessions (average 1.19secs), (the same period 12 months prior had
23K / 48k – average 1.18secs)
From the data available we know the following;
 Users accessed the website using 50.8% mobile, 35.8% desktop and 13% tablet
 There was a spike day on 08 October with 269 users
 30.3k users looking for information about swimming competitions
 4k users looking for information about Masters competitions
 48% of users in last 6 months were new users
 54% male users
 Age of users - 27% 18/24yrs, 33.5% 25/34yrs, 15.5% 35/44yrs
The website was used in 2018 to accept entry fees for the Open Water Championships
and it is expected to do this again in 2019. Bookings for workshops such as Team
Manager and Time to Listen are being taken on the website. There is also the capacity to
accept bookings and payments for chargeable courses such as Safeguarding courses, this
is now being introduced. The website could also be used to recruit volunteers for events:
further information is included in the Volunteering Strategy.
It was raised that branding for events needs to be consistent in include the social media
information. It is understood that this was not included in the information for the Winter
Championships.
29

Volunteering Strategy
The draft volunteering strategy was circulated with the agenda for the meeting. This has also
been shared with Claire Coleman for comment. Swim England are currently working on their
own strategy, although it is not known when this will be available. Claire Coleman had
confirmed the regional strategy is in line with what Swim England are proposing.
Volunteers are a valued and central part of what the Region does. Without Volunteers the
Region would risk non-delivery of activities, be exposed financially and risk their reputation.
The draft strategy was discussed and the following points were raised;
 Volunteer Portal to have tools and resources in one place. Currently there are a
range of documents available from multiple sources, for example the Swim England
website and Volunteering UK.
 Recognition of Volunteers, for example Regional Shirts
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The Volunteer Pathway. This had also been discussed at the November meeting.
Need to look at Volunteers development opportunities and their freedom of personal
development.
Rewarding Volunteers. The Awards are set to change this year with National Awards
cascading upwards from the Region. Other possibilities were discussed such as a
certificate and letter from the Chairman or President, as the Scouts do for
involvement after a number of years. However it was noted that unless the
Volunteers are involved in Regional activities knowing how long they have been
involved for could be difficult. Swim England offer pins for service. However, these
are being reviewed as the new Board terms make them unachievable.
Recruitment of Volunteers. It would be possible to recruit volunteers through the
Regional website. Sussex have recruited non-technical volunteers in this way.
8.4.4 - to be amended as DBS is only required for certain roles.
It was noted that the strategy covers all disciplines, not just speed swimming.

WL proposed to adopt the Volunteering Strategy subject to amendments to the points raised
and any corrections. Discipline Managers and Key Volunteers should be consulted on what
their priorities are and what they would like included. This was agreed.
Action: BD / Volunteering Sub Group
Minutes of the meeting held on 14 January 2019
The minutes of the meeting were agreed as an accurate record.
Action: BG

31

Matters Arising
9- Concession agreement – actioned and sent to Mailsports.
Landscape Sheet
2 – ASA 150th Anniversary. Information circulated by Swim England.
3 – APPG for Swimming. To be removed
4 – Constitutions. RFP to action.
8 – Club Internal Disputes. Information is on website, to be removed.
11 – Cancellation of events. Complete - to be removed.
12 – Regional Operations Plans. To be signed off at March meeting.
13 – Annual Council Meeting. Discussed, complete - to be removed.
14 – Data Protection. Complete - to be removed.
15 – Regional Assets. Ongoing.
16 – Employment Matters. In progress with Swim England People Development.
17 – Employment Matters. RFP to action.
20 – Data Protection. Staff training to be held shortly.

32

Affiliations & Resignations
New Affiliations
Benenden School – The application was approved subject to no objections being raised by
Kent County ASA.
InSync – Milton Keynes Synchronised SC – Application approved.
Oaklands SC Southampton – The application was withdrawn.
South Downs Trojan SC – Application approved.
Resignations
Chalfont Metropolitan Diving School
Enquiries
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Medway Tri Club
UKAF (UK Armed Forces)
Action: BG
33

Correspondence
No items of correspondence were noted.

34

Swim England Senior Leadership Update January
The Senior Leadership Update for January was noted.

35

Swim England Board Meeting Minutes – 30 January
The minutes of the Swim England Board meeting on 30 January were noted.

36

Swim England Sports Operation Committee Meeting Minutes – 15 January
The minutes of the Swim England Sports Operation Committee meeting on 15 January were
noted.

37

AOB
SR has been contacted by Tracey Crouch about arranging a meeting to discuss the
possibility of a 50m pool in Kent. No further details are known at this time. RG advised that
Swim England Facilities should be advised.

38

Date of Next Meeting
Thursday 21 March, 7pm at Surrey Sports Park.
The meeting was closed at 15.26
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Regional Management Board
A meeting of the Regional Management Board will be held on Sunday 24 February 2019 at Holiday Inn
Guildford commencing at 1000

Agenda
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Apologies
Carol & David Butler
Andy Hewat
Carys Jones
Mike Lambert
Sara Todd
To receive any apologies from members unable to attend the meeting
Discipline Managers’ Reports & Succession Planning Updates
To receive reports from Discipline Managers covering activities over the
past 12 months and to discuss any issues they might have.
1 - Swimming
2 – Development
3 – Disability Swimming
4 – Masters Swimming
5 – Diving
6 – Water Polo
7 – Open Water Swimming
8 – Synchronised Swimming
Data Protection Update

RFP

1000

TBC
JD
SB to follow
GS
TBC
BM
KB
DH to follow
WL

1005
1020
1035
1050
1105
1120
1135
1150
1205

Annual Council Meeting – Sept 2019
To discuss future Council Meeting arrangements
LUNCH

RFP 1215
Enclosed
1230

Review of the Region’s Strategy 2017-2021 & Operation Plan
Update on the progress of operating plans to support the strategy with
measurable KPIs.

HM / KJ 1315
Enclosed

Items for Decision
7.

8.

Finance
- To Agree the budget for 2019/20
- Budget Monitoring 2018/19
Regional Checklist

RGP
To follow

1345

HM 1400
Enclosed

Items for Discussion / Information
9.

Review of Communications

10.

Volunteering Strategy

11.

Minutes of the meeting held on 14 January 2019
To agree the accuracy of the minutes of the previous meeting
Matters Arising
To consider any matters arising from the minutes not covered in the
agenda and confirm actions
Affiliations & Resignations
13.1 New Affiliations
Benenden School (Kent)

12.

13.

BD

1410

BD 1420
Enclosed
RFP 1435
Enclosed
RFP 1440
Enclosed
RFP

1445

14.

InSync – Milton Keynes Synchronised SC (ONB)
Oaklands SC Southampton (Hampshire)
South Downs Trojan SC (Hampshire)
13.2 Resignations
Chiltern Metropolitan Diving School (BSB)
13.3 Enquiries
Medway Tri Club (Kent)
UKAF (UK Armed Forces) (Hampshire)
13.4 Transfers
None
13.5 Change of Name
None
Correspondence

15.

Swim England Senior Leadership Update January

16.

Swim England Board Meeting Minutes
To review minutes of the Swim England Board Meeting on 30 January.
Swim England Sports Operation Committee Minutes
To review minutes of the Swim England SOC Meeting on 15 January
AOB
24 hours notice required
Date of Next Meeting
Thursday 21 March, Surrey Sports Park

17.
18.
19.

RFP

1450

RFP
Enclosed
RFP
Enclosed
RFP
Enclosed
RFP

1455
1500
1505
1510

RFP 1515

REPORT TO THE REGIONAL MANAGEMENT BOARD
Development Group
1. ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION WITH THE RMB.
Please summarise the main items that you would like to discuss with / bring to the attention
of the Regional Management Board.
Competition Programme
The revision to the competition programme to incorporate reverse distance freestyle events
worked, so we have adopted the same programme for 2019.
Because the age groups for the mens 15/over events are not the same as for national
competitions, we were in a position of not accepting swimmers who would have achieved
qualification for the national competitions. To address this we have separate qualifying times for
boys age 17 and men aged 18/over (they will still compete in a single 17/over age group). This does
mean that we cannot accommodate as many younger swimmers.
Security
To ensure adequate control over entry of people to the pool deck, we were forced to employ
security staff at the three weekends of the summer competition. This was unbudgeted. We covered
the cost by increasing spectator entry fees, which resulted in a number of complaints. In 2019 we
will cover the costs by increasing entry fees.
Technical Officials and Non‐Technical Volunteers
Recruiting and retaining volunteers in increasingly difficult. For the Open and Junior Short Course
Championships in November, we were so far short of the required number of officials for finals
sessions, that we took the decision to reduce finals to 6 lanes. This resulted in criticism from
coaches, but I am not prepared to run a competition on the basis that 10 more officials will
magically appear for the finals sessions.
Eileen Adams, who has looked after volunteer recruitment has taken the decision to stand back a
little this year. This is partly due to the lack of co‐operation from clubs which made the job of
recruiting non‐technical poolside volunteers almost impossible. We did run the competitions in
2018 with fewer people than we really needed.
This will be made even more challenging this year, because coaches and clubs have asked that we
accept times from Easter meets for this year’s championships. That gives us less than 2 weeks to

process entries. Realistically, we will only have a list of accepted and rejected swimmers 1 week
before the start of the competition. The members of the coaches forum have committed to help
recruit officials and volunteers from their clubs.
In the longer term, we are recruiting for the position of Poolside Volunteer Coordinator. I do not
expect to have anyone in place for the 2019 Championships.
George Adamson and Ian Bond have reviewed the process of recruiting volunteers and are working
to ensure that no licensed officials are missed when invitations to officiate are sent out.
We continue to have a (paid) contract with a skilled operator for the timing system and scoreboard
operation for all of our championships this year.
Spectator Entry Fees
To reduce the amount of cash being held by volunteers from the sale of programmes and for
spectator entry fees, which approached £10,000 for the 4 day Wycombe weekend, we will this
year be accepting card payments. We have an arrangement with WorldPay which will cost
approximately 3.5% of the payment made.
Facilities
Despite the opening of the new pool in Wycombe, we continue to struggle with facilities in the
region.
We do not yet have usable backstroke ledges at K2. We are working with Crawley SC and the Pool
Operator to address this, but there is no guarantee that ledges will be available for the 2019
championships.
Mountbatten Centre in Portsmouth remains in poor condition. The lighting is now so poor that we
cannot use the pool until it has been fixed. We have been assured by BHLive that this is in hand,
but based on past performance, we do need to have a fall‐back plan for the short course
chanpionships in November.
Surrey Sports Park is not suitable for Regional Championships because of restricted space around
poolside.
Meet Management
There have been no problems with Meet Management in the Year.

2. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF DISCIPLINE GROUP'S PROGRESS.
Please briefly outline any significant developments in the delivery of your action /
operational plan.
There have been two face‐to‐face meetings of the Region Swimming Group with a number of Skype
video conferences.

The primary focus of these meetings is the planning and execution of region Swimming
Championships.
The Swimming Group oversees the operation of the Region Licensing Panel which checks
applications for meet licenses and scrutinises the reports produced by the referee and promoter.
Rather than being officious, the group acts as mentors to help clubs get meets right.
The Swimming Group continues to work closely with the Coaches Panel in the planning of
championships. This has been extremely helpful in responding to the demands from Swim England
to make changes.

3. SPECIFIC AREAS.
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the
following area:
3

Athlete Development

See John Davies’ separate report on Swimming Development.

4

Competitions

The swimming championships held in the year were:




15/Over Championships, Wycombe Leisure Centre, 4/5/6/7 May 2018
14/Under Championships, K2 Crawley 12/13, 26/27 May 2018
Winter Championships, Mountbatten Centre, Portsmouth 3/4 November 2018

The qualifying standards resulted in the appropriate number of swimmers.
All events went smoothly. Timings were tight, but all events were completed in accordance with the
constraints applying to all licensed meets.
Innovations in the year have included
 Presentations for winners of Multi‐Classification events
This year, Championships are planned as follows:
 15/Over: 3/4/5/6 May at High Wycombe
 14/Under: 11/12/25/26 May at K2 Crawley
 Open/Junior (Short Course): 2/3 November

5

Workforce Development - including coaches, officials, group's members

Officials
Regional Championships provide facilities for officials in training, with extensive mentoring
opportunities at all levels.
Non‐Technical Volunteers
During the year, we have inducted new non‐technical volunteers in a number of areas
 Meet Management – We now have a pool of 8 people capable of running our Meet
Management system
 Announcers – We introduced 1 new announcer

4. NATIONAL REPRESENTATION
Members of South East Region Clubs in National Squads (GB, English, Scottish & Welsh)
A full list is included in John Davies’ development report.

5. FINANCE
The budget report for 2018/2019 shows a small positive variance against the planned budget. The
major variances were:
 Unplanned costs of security at Wycombe and K2
 Higher revenue from spectator entrance.

Costs are more or less under control. Officials expenses are increasing faster than anticipated. We
were forced to suspend the rule that pro‐rated expenses according to the number of sessions
worked to attract sufficient officials to operate the finals sessions, which the coaching panel is
adamant should be retained.

6. ANY OTHER MATTER WHICH YOU WISH TO DISCUSS WITH THE BOARD
None

Report completed by: Mike Lambert

Report to the Regional Management Board
Development Group
1.

Items for Discussion with the RMB



2.

Step change in the number of swimmers on GBR and Swim England Teams.
Club Development for Stronger Affiliation

General Overview of Discipline Group’s Progress
This report covers the work of the Development Group: General Development and Swimming
Development. It includes the work of the Club Development Officer (Rosa Gallop), Regional
Development Officers (Helen Mack and Kristie Jarrett), and is supported by the Office Manager
(Bryony Gibbs).
Main achievements
 Step change in the number of swimmers on GBR and Swim England Teams.
 New operational plan, covering all aspects of the South East Region.
 Club and Network Development
 Delivery of a full programme of volunteer training, including safeguarding, time to listen,
team manager.
 Increase in coach education opportunities.
Operational plan and how are we doing against it.
All the areas currently covered in the operational plan are included in the specific areas below.
Over the last 4 months, we have been working to produce a new operational plan in line with
the Swim England template. The plan aims to link directly to the regional strategy with links to
both regional and discipline specific objectives.
A draft plan was shown to the RMB in November 2018. Following the meeting, all the links to
the strategic objectives have been added. HM has looked at the discipline budgets to ensure all
the deliverable activities link to the Region’s strategic objectives.
The new plan also integrates all of Rosa Gallop’s work as part of Swim England’s Club
Development Team.
Coach and Swimmer Development
We have built on our joint working with Swim England Talent. Working together on the Coach
Advisor Scheme to support more coaches in the Region. We now have a strong pathway of
coach development opportunities from the County, through the Region and into national
programmes.
Club Support
The CDO and RDOs work with clubs on an ongoing basis, which includes club visits, to help to
resolve issues and encourage development.
Through RG, Swim England are working with a selection of clubs to develop Talent Lanes.
Swim England have provided financial support to set up these Talent Lane programmes
(between £500 to £600 over 12 weeks.) The Talent Lanes provide a pathway through from the
LTS to the club. There are currently 8 clubs in the South East Region which have received
funding or going through the application process.

General
Regional staff now have access to the Regional Facebook page along with twitter.
Information sent out to clubs and coaches using the Newsletter, social media and e-mail.
3.

Specific Areas
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the following
areas:
3.1. Athlete Development
36 athletes attended the Regional 12 year old camps in June, September and November. 18
girls and 18 boys. This camp was supported by a Head Coach and six skills coaches and two
Team Managers. We also welcomed 17 coach observers over the three camps.
26 athletes attended the Regional Open Water Development Camp from 12-16 years, 13 girls
and 13 boys in June. This camp was held at Excel Leisure Centre, Walton on Thames and
Shepperton Lake.
25 athletes attended the Flanders Cup Meet representing the Region in January 2019. 12
males and 13 females, the age range was 13 – 22 years. Of the 25 athletes, 14 made finals, 12
of these were from the females. With 7 medals won by three female athletes. The team was
supported by a Head Coach, Assistant Coach and a Development Coach with two Team
Managers.
3.2 Competitions
(Report on Swimming Championships done on the Swimming Report by Mike Lambert)
Development Support at Championships
RG and KJ attended most of the Regional Championships in the last year, taking the
opportunity to talk to coaches and parents.
During the Summer Regional Youth Championships, Jasmine Campbell, on behalf of England
Talent, delivered a nutrition workshop for parents. The attendance was low at 12 parents, we
are looking to run this during the age group weekends in 2019.
During the Age Group Summer Regionals Lindsay Dunn, England Talent Officer, delivered a
regional pathway talk for parents of 12 year olds.
During the Regional Winter Championships, the England Talent Team delivered talks for
parents and athletes on the Swim England Performance Centres.
HM attended the Regional Masters Meet to support the Masters Group and talk to swimmers /
administrators.

3.3 Club Development/SwimMark Networks
The South East Region have 17 Networks, 15 of which are Swim Mark accredited. The two
networks that are not Swim Mark accredited are East Invicta and the Oxford Network. The
other Networks are
 Water polo – Kent Water polo (7 clubs) , Sussex Water polo (6 clubs) and Hampshire
Water polo (5 Clubs)
 Diving – ACE Diving (7 clubs) with the hope that four more will be joining. Three of
these clubs come from the South West.
 Synchro – Rushmoor Beacon Network ( 4 clubs), Berkshire & Oxfordshire Network
(4 Clubs), Kent Synchro Network (4 Clubs).
 Swimming – Chiltern Network (3 clubs), Four Counties (11 Clubs), Medway Network (6
Clubs), Milton Keynes (3 Clubs), Oxford Network (6 Clubs), SSK Network (11 Clubs),
Solent Network (9 Clubs), Surrey Network (4 Clubs), Thames Valley (5 clubs),
East Invicta (12 clubs affiliated).

This give a Total of 104 clubs in the South East that are part of a Network.
Kent Waterpolo were awarded the Swim England Network of the year. A big congratulations to
them.
Networks all differ, some are very proactive and others require more support and meetings. All
of the Networks deliver a variety of activities and provide an opportunity for clubs to
communicate and work together.
3.4 Workforce Development
Coaches Workshops and Conferences
We have run the following coach workshops and conferences;
June 2018 – Regional pathway Coaches and Team Manager Conference – 23 coaches and 5
Team Managers
December 2018 – Youth Strength and Conditioning and nutrition workshops – 26 Coaches
February 2019 – Age Group Strength and Conditioning and psychology workshops – numbers
TBC
March 2019 – Regional Pathway Conference – Numbers TBC
Swimming
10 Assistant Coaching Courses (Level 1) run with 134 Coaches passing.
4 Coach Coaching courses (Level 2) run with 47 coaches passing
Synchro
Assistant Synchro Club Coach course (Level 1) two courses run with 23 Assistant Coaches
passing
1 Coach (Level 2) with 12 Coaches passing
Waterpolo
Assistant Club Coach course starting this month with 12 Coaches on the course. Sadly some
had to drop out through either work or having to play that weekend.
Future Coaches planned
Masters Assistant Coach – The same criteria being used as for the normal Assistant Coach
course but the course is aimed at those coaching masters swimmers. This pilot masters
specific course will help to develop a network of masters specific coaches.
Assistant Coach course
Between now and up to October 2019 the South East have the following courses available and
registered.
Coach (Level 2) being hosted by Black Lion at Strood. Course is full.
Coach (Level 2) being hosted by Guildford City.
Coach (Level 2) being hosted by Maidenhead Marlins
Coach (Level 2) being hosted by Crawley Swimming Club
Assistant Coach being hosted by Chalfont Otters S.C.
Assistant Coach being hosted by Fareham S.C.
Assistant Coach being hosted by Worthing S.C.
This gives an overall total with all the disciplines of 17 Assistant coach courses either been run
since April 2018 or have been registered and candidates are booking on up until October 2019.
Coaches courses overall total with the same timelines 8 Coaching course again either been run
or have been registered and candidates are booking on.
The Target for one year for the South East is 12 Assistant Coach and 4 Coach courses.

Team Manager courses –
9 x TM 1 workshops with 121 attendees
5 x TM2 workshops with 54 attendees
Time to Listen courses
5 courses have been delivered since April 2018, training 29 club welfare officers
2 further courses are planned for March 2019.
The license agreement between UK Coaching and Swim England South East is enabling clubs

to access safeguarding training at a more affordable cost.
19 courses have been delivered in the region with further courses planned for February / March
2019.
Young Volunteers –
Since April 2018, the region has delivered 11 young volunteer development days, with 2 further
days planned for March 2019. So far, 95 young people have attended bespoke development
days which have delivered 256 training opportunities. 26 clubs across the region have had
young people participating in the programme. These figures will increase following the
development days running in March 2019.
The second Young Volunteer Update was circulated to all young volunteers on the programme
in December 2018 further promoting volunteering opportunities at county and regional level. It
has been great to see some of the young volunteers volunteering at county and regional events
and progressing onto J1 courses.
Bursaries –
During this period the region has issued 121 bursaries across 63 clubs, totalling £30574.90
The breakdown of these courses are as follows;
 45 x Level 1 Assistant Coach (Swimming) = £6211.50
 21 x Level 2 Swimming Coach = £7282.10
 3 x Level 3 Senior Coach = £4725
The following bursaries have been issued towards discipline coach education courses;
 5 x Diving Assistant = £875
 3 x Diving Coach = £1306.10
 1 x Open Water = £247.50
 10 x Synchro Assistant = £1530
 5 x Synchro Coach = £1874.40
 2 x Water Polo Assistant = £249
 1 x Water Polo Coach = £316.80
In addition, the region has provided 266 CPD bursaries (for Safeguarding) across 30 clubs
totalling £3162.45
4.

National Representation
There has been a major increase in the number of swimmers getting on GBR and SE teams
over the last few years:
Tom Dean (Maidenhead) GBR, European Championships and European Juniors 2018
David Murphy (City of Oxford) GBR, Canet Mare Nostrum and Flanders
Anna Maine (Woking) Commonwealth Games 2018, England
Daisy Anderson (Thanet) European Juniors 2018 England
Maisie McCartney (Thanet) European Juniors and World Juniors Open Water 2018 England
Tatiana Belonogoff (Guildford) European Juniors 2018 England
Callum Smart (City of Oxford) England and World Schools 2018
Connor Bryan (City of Oxford) Wales (Luxemburg Meet)
Tobermory Mackay – Champion (City of Oxford) Scotland, Geneva International Meet
Joshua Williams (Wycombe District) Wales (Luxemburg meet)
Millie Sansome (Wycombe District) LEN Cup Open Water, England
Jemima Hall (Wycombe District) Golden Tour, England
Ceara Barber (Wycombe District) Golden Tour, England
Ella Dyson (Wycombe District) Best Fest Open Water, England

5.

Finance
Performance against Budget 2018/19. Income in line with budget. Expenditure largely in line
with a few notable differences.

Central Development
 Teachers and Coaches bursaries around £9000 less than budget due to removal of
Teachers Bursaries in May 2018.
 Overall cost of Safeguarding courses is close to budget when the various income and
payments are taken into account.
 SwimMark Networks support appears to be £16000 below budget, this is for a number
of reasons:
o Network on Channel Islands not yet established
o Some Networks are not invoicing for funding in later years.
o Some Networks are invoicing for funding but not providing reports against their
Plans., we are asking for their reports.
o Six Networks did not invoice in 2017/18 and were treated as accruals in the
accounts. These have been paid but do not appear in the 2018/9 accounts.
o General trend is that all Networks will complete and invoice, but timescales will
be longer. Budget for 2019/20 has been reduced to account for this.
 RG chasing Networks for reports and invoices.
 BG keeping track of situation with all Networks.
Swimming Development
 Coaches Development Workshop appears to be £5000 under budget.
The reason for this has been….
1.
The June conference facility hire was costed against last year’s budget by mistake
2.
We utilised the talent camps as coach development rather than additional workshop
days.
3.
We have joined up the talent workshops so we covered two on each day rather than
the 4 separate ones planned. One of these days we were offered a free venue hire at a
private school and have not yet received an invoice for refreshments.
4.
We have a day of workshops on the 16th Feb and a conference on the 16th March
still to pay for.
The final figure will be closer to the budget.
6.

Any other matter which you wish to discuss with the Board


Stronger Affiliation will require work by committees of non-SwimMark clubs and support
from Regional staff and volunteers (e.g. checking 100 more constitutions, providing
Safeguarding training for 100 more clubs, etc.)



Club Visits – will become mandatory for the SwimMark system. Club visits will be an
additional call on resources through arranging and completing the visits. The region will
try to co-ordinate visits with activities already taking place.



New working arrangements are going OK. Interaction with Swim England OK.





Rosa spending time working with London Region. Helen Weeks, West Midlands
CDO, taking on some of the work for Rosa



Regional staff now have access to the regional Facebook page along with Twitter.



Further publicity.



Issue with not being able to add swimming.org e-mail address to our phones – think
this has now been resolved for when we next visit SportPark.

RG is doing some work at the London Aquatic Centre for a period of time helping with
the programme at the centre. Swim England have taken three counties off Rosa
Oxfordshire, Berkshire and Buckinghamshire to help with the workload. Helen Weeks
has taken over these three counties during this period.

Annex: Swim England Award to Kent Water Polo

Subject: Sports England ‐ Funding
From: Ben McDonald [mailto:benmcdonald424@live.co.uk]
Sent: 11 February 2019 11:15

I am pleased to say that Sports England have awarded Kent Water Polo a grant of £3,100.
to increase the use of 30 second clock and increase volunteers. I submitted it about 6
weeks ago thinking it would be unsuccessful however it has been successful
The money will be spent in the following ways
 4 hours of pool time (£320) ‐ to train volunteers to use new timing equipment
 Water Polo electronic timing equipment (£2380)
 PA system (£400) ‐ to engage more volunteers at Kent water polo events
From watching the Kent teams at the inter county tournaments it is clear that the lack of
experience with the 30 second clock is showing.
Depending on people’s views I suggest we start to roll this out at Kent tournaments from
September? Minimum we will start using this at Kent Development sessions so it is not a
shock to the junior players when they come and play for Kent.
Once equipment has arrived (8‐12 weeks) I will publish further info on Volunteer training
on this equipment.
Ben

Report Completed by: Rosa Gallop, Kristie Jarrett, Helen Mack, John Davies
Please forward your completed report to bryony.gibbs@southeastswimming.org by 15 February 2019

Report to the Regional Management Board
Masters Group
The purpose of the report is to update the Regional Management Board
on the progress made by your Discipline Group. Please use as much
space in each box as you require.
1.

Items for Discussion with the RMB
Please summarise the main items that you would like to discuss with / bring to the attention of
the Regional Management Board.
As reported last year I am looking to step down from my role as Masters Manager having filled
this role for the last 13 years. Some progress in handing over responsibilities for the Masters
swim meets has been made but to date I have not found anyone to take on my manager role.

2.

General Overview of Discipline Group’s Progress
Please briefly outline any significant developments in the delivery of your action / operational
plan. The information you provide will form the basis of your discipline’s section in the
Annual Report.
Another successful year with all the activities arranged well supported. Two Masters Working
group meetings were held, one in April and one in November. Once again, Oxford & N Bucks
were unable to provide a Masters representative for either meeting. Two swimming
competitions were run successfully with very good support. The Masters Inter-county meet
provided some very good racing and was also well supported. The Masters Development day
in April was a great success.

3.

Specific Areas
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the following
areas:
3.1. Athlete Development
Please include statistics on the number of athletes that attended any camps, including splits for
gender and ages
Masters Development Day
A Development Day was held at The ACS International Schools facility in Cobham on 7th April
2018. 30 people signed up for this and the main activity was stroke analysis and improvement
delivered by Sharon Davis. William Long made a video of some of the activities and this was
posted on the SSE web site. The feedback was very positive.
An item has been included in the current year’s budget but to date no one has been found to
run the Development Day.
3.2 Competitions
Please include statistics on the number of competitors, including splits for gender and ages. If
your discipline runs more than one competition per year please break this information down by
competition.
SSE Masters Short Course Competition
This was held as usual at the Spectrum, Guildford on 6th October 2018. Entries comprised
123 men, 93 women and 8 clubs entered relays. The meet ran very smoothly and the feedback
from competitors was good. Part of the administration of this meet was handled by Jim

Boucher.
SSE Masters Long Course Competition
K2, Crawley was the venue for this competition as in previous years and it was held on 19th &
20th January 2019. Entries comprised 242 men, 204 women and 14 clubs entered 36 relays.
The meet had to be closed in December because of the high number of entries received. Glen
Isaacs took over the promoter’s role for this meet. Thanks must go to Bob Odell for recruiting a
full team of officials.
SSE 1500m Short Course Masters Event
This meet was introduced to provide Masters in the South East an opportunity to achieve
qualification times for both the National and British Masters Championships. It was held at the
Aldershot Garrison pool on 21st April 2018. 47 Masters entered out of a possible 48 and 42
swam. These comprised 19 men and 28 women. Again feedback was very good with the
Masters appreciating having the opportunity to swim 1500m, there are not many such
opportunities available.
A long course 1500m is planned for 13th April 2019 at K2. All 47 available lanes are full and a
waitlist is being compiled.
Swim South East Inter-County Masters
The event was held on 18th November at the Haslemere pool. All seven SSE counties took
part plus Middlesex. Hampshire won. The other places in order were Berks & S Bucks,
Sussex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent and Oxford and N Bucks.
3.3 Club Development/SwimMark Networks
None.
3.4 Workforce Development - including coaches, officials, group's members
Masters relies upon officials from the age group programme to support its events, although a
number of officials prefer the more informal atmosphere of Masters meets and have become
regular attenders at our competitions.
4.

National Representation
Members of South East Region Clubs in National Squads (GB, English, Scottish & Welsh).
Please provide names of athletes, their club and details of the event they competed in.
Masters from the region attended the European Masters Championships in Slovenia last year
winning many medals. Numbers of SSE swimmers participating are not to hand but the full
results can be found at
http://emc2018.microplustiming.com/swimming/index_web.php

5.

Finance
Performance against Budget 2018/19. Please highlight any significant over/under spends and
why these have occurred.
The latest budget report dated 17th January 2019 shows a loss of £60.72 against a budgeted
loss of £1,790.00. Although the income is less than budgeted by £760 this is largely cancelled
by the reduction of £618 in the costs of the medals now that a cheaper design has been
introduced. The remaining discrepancy is explained by lower costs against budget in many
areas. Generally, the budget report shows that the estimates were largely correct.
The budget report does not include the Masters Long Course competition which is a major
financial item and was held in January. Indications are that this too will return a small surplus,
once again due to lower medal costs and higher revenue than budgeted due to the large
number of entries.

6.

Any other matter which you wish to discuss with the Board
There has been strong support for all the events we have run throughout the year and we need
additional volunteers to be able to continue these activities through the coming year. Whist we
are actively looking for people to help any suggestions from the Board as to how we can recruit
additional volunteers would be very welcome.

Report Completed by: Geoff Stokes
Please forward your completed report to bryony.gibbs@southeastswimming.org by 15 February 2019

Report to the Regional Management Board
Diving Group
The purpose of the report is to update the Regional Management Board
on the progress made by your Discipline Group. Please use as much
space in each box as you require.
1.

Items for Discussion with the RMB
Please summarise the main items that you would like to discuss with / bring to the attention of
the Regional Management Board.
First of all a big thank you to Frank Clewlow who stood down as the Diving Manager (Nov 2018) and as
the diving Event Manager (Mar 2018) for the region. Thank you so much for all your hard work over
the years. Of course you won’t get away that easily and we all look forward to seeing you at events
when you are able to attend.
The closure of the reading pool is impacting the diving programme over the last year but is greatly
minimised by the close working relationship between the diving clubs. It will be a challenging time
over the next few years, particularly as at the time of this report the final design for the diving pool has
yet to be agreed.
Pool time and cost as ever are major factors in the ongoing development of diving within the region and
to an extent limited the development work we have been able to undertake.

2.

General Overview of Discipline Group’s Progress
Please briefly outline any significant developments in the delivery of your action / operational
plan. The information you provide will form the basis of your discipline’s section in the
Annual Report.
Continuing progress due to the South East Region Diving SEEDS Camps laying the foundation for further
developments in 2019/20. Ongoing club and coach development as part of the South East Region Diving
ACE program.

3.

Specific Areas
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the following
areas:
3.1. Athlete Development
Please include statistics on the number of athletes that attended any camps, including splits for
gender and ages
There are development camps run each month by the group and a coaches meetings held at each camp
to review and develop the delivery of the camps. All coaches and athletes from all programmes have
the opportunity to input in to this. See more detail in Section 3.3

3.2 Competitions
Please include statistics on the number of competitors, including splits for gender and ages. If
your discipline runs more than one competition per year please break this information down by
competition.

Two qualifying events for National Finals were run by the diving group. These were a Level 2
Skills competition and a Level 3 Age Group competition. The statistics are:
Event

Gender

a/g

Total

Regional

Skills

F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

8/9
10/11
12/13
14/16
8/9
10/11
12/13
14/16

10
34
26
14
3
21
19
13

5
22
16
11
2
16
15
11

L2

Age
Group

1m

L3

F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M

9/11
12/13
14/15
16/18
10/11
12/13
14/15
16/18

3m

Platform

Total

Regional

Total

Regional

Total

Regional

16
13
12
6
10
14
11
2

12
5
6
2
5
8
9
1

10
14
12
7
9
12
12
2

7
6
6
2
4
6
9
1

8
5
10
2
3
8
5
1

4
2
6
2
2
4
4
1

Clubs also hold their own ‘Club’ competition’s which are usually supported with divers from visiting
clubs, helping to make the pool hire viable for the smaller clubs and competitions.

3.3 Club Development/SwimMark Networks & 3.4 Workforce Development - including
coaches, officials, group's members
South East Diving run what is called the SEEDS programme and the ACE network. The SEEDS
programme has been run for the development of Coaches, Divers and Volunteers and the Ace network
mainly for Coaches. These programmes have now been for a number of years and their main points are
itemised below:


Whilst initially arising out of a failure to gain National Beacon status, the SEEDS programme has
surpassed these, now superseded, programmes in its mission to grow and improve diving in the
Region. Its success, in part, is due to its ability to allow flexibility in its delivery through
discussion with the clubs involved to identify areas where support is needed.



SEEDS provision of camps aimed beyond just the young elite divers who have been identified
through national talent schemes, nurtures diving in all ages to allow all those involved to
support their competitive journey has had proven success (James). Divers who would not have
been supported early in their diving through other programmes as they may not have been
involved with Talent Identification have developed slowly, but despite this or perhaps because
of this, have reached Elite status (Finlay and Charlotte, potentially Quinn and Ethan).



The SEEDS programme looks beyond national results to grow the whole community of diving
and encourages young adults to remain in the sport even after the end of their own competitive
journey. The young divers who began their journey with SEEDS 6 years ago are now actively
involved with the running of their own home programmes; Albatross now have 4 Level 1

coaches (Celie, Charlotte, Edward, Elisabeth) who are or have been SEEDS divers and started
their coaching journey through the Young Volunteers Days run through the links between SEEDS
and the ACE Network. 1 of these coaches is now taking her level 2 qualification (Celie) and a
second identified once she turns 18 (Charlotte).

4.



Through interaction with parents the SEEDS programme has offered education in nutrition,
psychology and support for the divers and assistance with SwimMark and club operation
through the provision of formal volunteer training such as Team Manager course’s allowing for
chaperoned events (Emma) and judging growing the number of Regional and National judges
(Marnie).



The cross collaboration between clubs has strengthened with mutual respect and
understanding allowing for the shared resourcing of coaching and chaperoning at British and
International Events, a particular benefit to smaller clubs who might find it difficult to attend
events with small numbers of divers or be inexperienced in organising perhaps international
events; Albatross examples of coaching James when Malcolm unable to attend, Albatross going
to its first international at Sofia through SDA support but itself being able to support a cross
regional team at Aachen.



The links with the ACE Network Training Needs Identification allows for the provision of
economically delivered coach development with training offered in areas collectively identified
by our own regional coaches where locally these would be difficult for clubs to resource and
fund viability when alone.



Through creative and flexible planning of the SEEDS development days, divers remain engaged
in the programme and in the sport even through the more challenging teenage years. Training
focus in dry, pool and classroom is directed at their particular needs and is varied and current in
its delivery.



Beyond all this the numbers show documented evidence of the programme’s success. Albatross
currently have 18 competing divers all of which have qualified for their national event this year;
3 Elites. 10 Age Group, 5 Skills. SDA has 20 divers at Elites, 17 at age groups and 57 at skills. This
would not be possible without the regional support of pooltime in Southampton now that
Reading has lost its pool but with continued Regional vision and support to the clubs by 2021
we may have a second diving hub to share and support the resourcing of the regions talent.

National Representation
Members of South East Region Clubs in National Squads (GB, English, Scottish, Welsh and
Ireland). Please provide names of athletes, their club and details of the event they
competed in.
International diving success
Gary Hunt – World Cliff Diving champion (multiple times)
Chris Mears – Commonwealth Champion
Emily Martin – 2nd Junior Worlds
Tanya Watson – finalist Youth Olympics
Gemma McArthur – triple medallist Bolzano Grand Prix, Commonwealth finalist
Leon Baker – triple medallist CAMO Junior International
International diving representatives
Cameron Gammage
Nathan Bull

Blake Aldridge
National Coaches:
Lindsey Fraser (SDA) – GB, England and Scotland
Jack Clewlow (SDA) – GB, England and Ireland
National Officials:
Lindsey Fraser (SDA) – FINA Diving Judge
Susie Bamber (SDA) – FINA Diving Judge
Frank Clewlow (SDA) ‐Chief Recorder (European Championships)
Andy Hewat (Star) ‐ Recorder

5.

Finance
Performance against Budget 2018/19. Please highlight any significant over/under spends and
why these have occurred.
Under budget lines for the talent scheme and coaches development are accounted for as the
programme is ongoing.

6.

Any other matter which you wish to discuss with the Board
In accordance with the national diving development plan we plan to run a number of Volunteer
Development events and well as Diving Officials Workshops to increase the number of officials in the
group has who are qualified to National level. Currently SE has the lowest number of qualified officials.

Report Completed by: Andy Hewat
Please forward your completed report to bryony.gibbs@southeastswimming.org by 15 February 2019

Report to the Regional Management Board
Water Polo Group
The purpose of the report is to update the Regional Management Board
on the progress made by your Discipline Group. Please use as much
space in each box as you require.
1.

2.

Items for Discussion with the RMB
Please summarise the main items that you would like to discuss with / bring to the attention of
the Regional Management Board.
-

Water Polo is about to experience some brand new rules which have been implemented
by FINA which will change the game going forward. The rule book and CPD/ seminars
are still to be published. It was thought that this would be published by March however
after meeting on Monday we were told that the timing has been significantly delayed
and no time/ date was given. Therefore it has been hard to budget as costs for these
courses are unknown.

-

Unknown National water polo dates – Dates have been announced with very short
notice which has left the region unable to commit to free weekends to avoid any clashes
therefore this has seen a drop in course/ tournaments the past year. The hope is that
Water Polo England has learnt from this and dates will be published earlier going
forward.

-

We are starting to get more swim schools interested in water polo as part of their
programme. How can we best accelerate this and involve them?

General Overview of Discipline Group’s Progress
Please briefly outline any significant developments in the delivery of your action / operational
plan. The information you provide will form the basis of your discipline’s section in the
Annual Report.
-

-

3.

South East Water Polo has seen a change in leadership in the past 6 months and Ben
is now as SER Water Polo Manager. Long term changes are occurring slowly with all
areas of the discipline being discussed and worked on including athletes/ volunteers/
referees / etc.
The most recent meeting (18th February) was chaired by Ben for the first time and more
actions were given and documented Work is also being done on ensuring all areas of
the region have the opportunity for their voice to be heard at SER Water Polo meetings.

Specific Areas
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the following
areas:
3.1. Athlete Development
Please include statistics on the number of athletes that attended any camps, including splits for
gender and ages
Athlete numbers attending SER training have been very strong. Therefore an increase of
income has been seen.

Birth year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

Boys
N/A
18
15
13
13
1

Girls
6
8
9
7
7
2

3.2 Competitions
Please include statistics on the number of competitors, including splits for gender and ages. If
your discipline runs more than one competition per year please break this information down by
competition.
The last 12 months has seen SER compete in the following competitions
- U18 Girls IR Championships January 2019 – Div 2 - Finished 3rd out of 6 Teams
- U18 Boys IR Championships January 2019 – Finished 4th out of 7 Teams
- U16 Girls IR Championships June 2018 – (2 teams entered) Team 1 - Finished 1st/
Team 2 finished 12
- U16 Boys IR Championships June 2018 - Div 2 - Finished 5th out of 7 Teams
- U14 Girls IR Championships December 2018 - Finished 5th
- U14 Boys IR Championships December 2018 – Did not enter a team.
South East Region has also run the following Inter County Tournaments
- U19 Girls – January 2019 – which had 4 teams taking part in it
- U19 Boys – was due to take place in January 2019 however postponed due to the clash
of dates with other water polo events. Now struggling to find suitable pool time and date
to hold competition now looking at a June/ July date

3.3 Club Development/SwimMark Networks
- There are 3 active Water Polo Networks in SER, their most recent achievement listed
below –
- Hampshire – continues to develop and often runs tournaments and Development
sessions.
- Kent – Recently been award grant of £3,100 for new equipment and to grow
volunteer work forces. Kent has also seen an increase of 40% in volunteers over
the last year.
- Sussex – have developed a junior Development programme hopefully be signed off
in the coming weeks
- Outside off these Networks very few water polo clubs exist. Part of our new plan/
development is to trying to make contact with all counties across the region which are
not currently represented at the Water Polo Regional meetings to ensure we can
support and grow water polo participation across the region

3.4 Workforce Development - including coaches, officials, group's members
- Coaches – after many years of trying to run a Level 1 Water Polo coaching course we
were finally able to run one on (18 February 2019). This was very oversubscribed
however only 13 attended it and the early indications were that this was a success.
Further work is needed to be able to run a Level 2 in the coming years. The main barrier
being availability of tutors.
- Referees over view – there is a massive shortage of qualified refs across the region at
all levels. This makes it a challenge finding highly qualified refs to attend Inter Regional
competitions as required. This is an even larger issue in Kent where there are only 3
qualified refs and the Kent League is in danger of collapsing due to qualified refs.
- Referees course (Grade D) – The region had managed to book a grade D Refs course
which was also oversubscribed however Water Polo England Management Group
cancelled it due to new rules coming in and requiring to put resources into creating a
new course and up training current refs to be able to ref new rules.
- Referees course (Grade C) – It is also hoped that the region will be able to run Grade C

-
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course in the coming year as this is also urgently needed.
Coaches conference/ other CPD – Currently in discussions with venues and speakers
but dates are proving to be a problem again also no firm info about new rules are
causing some issues.

National Representation
Members of South East Region Clubs in National Squads (GB, English, Scottish & Welsh).
Please provide names of athletes, their club and details of the event they competed in.
Men/Boys

Senior

None

GB Under 19s ‐Elliot Hurst (Crawley)
2001
2002

GB Under 19s ‐ Harrison Peel (Crawley)
None
NATS ‐ James Croud (Hythe)
NATS ‐ William Cavanagh (Hythe)

2003
NATS ‐ Ben Bolton (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Josh Coulson (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Jamie Bond (Worthing)

2004

NATS ‐ Josh Luff (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Matty Smith (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Owen Street (Mid Sussex
Marlins/Worthing)

Women/Girls
GB/England ‐ Larissa Partridge (Worthing)
GB/England ‐ Cecily Turner (Crawley)
GB/England- Katy Cutler (Basingstoke)
Wales ‐ Gemma Deacon (Mid Sussex Marlins)
GB Under 19s ‐ Cecily Turner (Crawley)
GB/ England and Under 19s ‐ Katie
Cutler (Basingstoke)
GB Under 17s - Olivia Henderson (Mid Sussex
Marlins/Worthing

NATS ‐ Nicole Fawcett (Worthing/Mid Sussex
Marlins)
NATS ‐ Maisie Standen (Worthing/Mid Sussex
Marlins)
NATS ‐ Charlotte Apps (Mid Sussex
Marlins/Worthing)
NATS ‐ Antonia Neild (Basingstoke/Worthing)
NATS ‐ Hannah Wiles (Basingstoke/Worthing)
NATS ‐ Madeline Calthrop (Mid Sussex
Marlins/Worthing)
NATS ‐ Grace Byford (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Caitlin Silk (Worthing)
NATS ‐ Audrey Tala (Worthing)

NATS ‐ Lucy‐Mai Helliwell (Hythe)
NATS ‐ Lucy Bullock (East Grinstead)
*NATS ‐ National Academy Training Squad

5
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Finance
Performance against Budget 2018/19. Please highlight any significant over/under spends and
why these have occurred.
SER water polo have under spent mainly due to external factors that have been outside of the
regions control
- We are expecting 2 more transactions this finical year new Hats (£450) and a grant
(£120) to Ben Alcorn SER coach for attending Level 1 course. Both have in principle
been cleared along as the relevant forms are filled in before the end of finical year.
Money still to be paid
- Been unable to run refs course due to new rules (further info can be found above in
workforce and development section)
- Workforces – CPD/ coaching conference – there was no real plan for the past year
however there is a plan going forward for 2019/2020
- Brought more money in due to the increase numbers attending SER training sessions
- Water Polo Level 1 Closed Course – came in under budget due to venue hire being
significantly cheaper than expected and being oversubscribed.
- Discretionary Bursary for Level 2 – this money was not spent due to no Level 2 being
run due to no tutors being available
Any other matter which you wish to discuss with the Board

N/A

Report Completed by:
Please forward your completed report to bryony.gibbs@southeastswimming.org by 15 February 2019

Report to the Regional Management Board
Open Water Group
1.

Items for Discussion with the RMB
Please summarise the main items that you would like to discuss with / bring to the attention of
the Regional Management Board.
Since submitting a budget it appears that the Region may face a charge for the storage of
equipment. This has always been free but the group which supplies the storage now has to pay
a substantial fee so I anticipate we may have to pay up to £120 or find alternative storage. This
is a matter for the new Discipline Manager to decide on.

2.

General Overview of Discipline Group’s Progress
Please briefly outline any significant developments in the delivery of your action / operational
plan. The information you provide will form the basis of your discipline’s section in the
Annual Report.
Again the Championships show an increased in entries and are in a strong position with
increased support from Clubs around the region. This puts the event on a sound financial
footing although costs are expected to rise year on year especially in the area of officials’
expenses. It is necessary to bring in officials from across the Regions as we do not have
sufficient within the Region. It is an aim of Swim England that each Region should be able to
provide full set of qualified officials from within the Region but I don’t see this as achievable in
the short or even medium term.
Unfortunately the Series was not completed again this year with most events falling foul of the
weather somehow in our long hot summer.

3.

Specific Areas
Please provide a summary of significant developments achieved by the Group in the following
areas:
3.1. Athlete Development
Please include statistics on the number of athletes that attended any camps, including splits for
gender and ages
A development camp was again held and was well supported.

3.2 Competitions
Please include statistics on the number of competitors, including splits for gender and ages. If
your discipline runs more than one competition per year please break this information down by
competition.
See above. The 5K event still doesn’t show a good support.

3.3 Club Development/SwimMark Networks
It is pleasing to see the number of coaches now supporting the Camp and Championships.

3.4 Workforce Development - including coaches, officials, group's members
No new officials were trained in the past year.

4.

National Representation
Members of South East Region Clubs in National Squads (GB, English, Scottish & Welsh).
Please provide names of athletes, their club and details of the event they competed in.
Maisie McCarthy Thanet S.C. Junior European Open Water Champioships

5.

Finance
Performance against Budget 2018/19. Please highlight any significant over/under spends and
why these have occurred.

6.

Any other matter which you wish to discuss with the Board

Report Completed by: Keith Barber
Please forward your completed report to bryony.gibbs@southeastswimming.org by 15 February 2019

ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETING
PURPOSE OF REPORT
To enable the Board to discuss a range of matters relating to the Annual Council
Meeting, to reach conclusions about the Meeting in 2019 and to make
recommendations for the future.
PROPOSED ACTION
The Board is invited to DECIDE
1

The format of the 2019 Annual Council Meeting, particularly

Inclusion of an awards’ ceremony

Provision for any training sessions or workshops

Inclusion of an open mic or informal Q&A session.

2

Whether to recommend a change to article 12.3.6 of the Constitution to
reduce the quorum.

3

Whether to recommend a change to article 12.2.3 so that prior notice of
questions on the Annual Report, accounts or minutes is no longer required.

4

If 3 above is agreed, whether to propose at the beginning of the 2019 ACM
that the prior notice requirements of article 12.2.3 be suspended for that
meeting

5

That the circulation of all material concerning the 2019 ACM be by
electronic means.

6

That it be permissible for signed authorisation slips for delegates to be
delivered electronically to the regional office until 1600hrs on the last
working day before the ACM.

7

Whether to recommend changes to the Constitution no longer to require
there to be a Regional Council or ACMs.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
1

Members will recall that, despite there being many people in the room, the
2018 Annual Council Meeting (ACM) was almost inquorate – the quorum is 25.
As a result, at the Board’s October meeting, it was agreed that the Chairman
would review issues relating to the ACM and report back in January 2019.
Sadly, the Chairman did not meet that particular target, but his report is set
out below.

2

The concept of ACMs predates the current regional structure of the sport.
Presently, Swim England, the regions and county associations have ACMs.
Whilst in certain respects they are anachronistic, they represent the
opportunity for the membership to hold the executive of the organisation to
account, and, indeed, could shape the way the organisation proceeds.
However, as is evidenced by the statistics below, ACMs have not been well
attended, particularly when set against the membership, the number of clubs
and the maximum possible number of delegates:
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

31
25
25
33
26
31
25
43
28

3

As was reported at the last meeting, there are 187 clubs and c1200 adult
members of those clubs, with a maximum total of 430 delegates for the ACM of
2018.

4

As has been previously reported, the South East is not alone in suffering
sparsely populated ACMs. It is the experience in other regions, as well.
Regional Chairmen discussed the matter at a meeting last year, when it was
reported that other regions had tried a wide range of devices designed to swell
the number of delegates or achieve a quorum:







Guest speakers
Presentations by RDOs
Various workshops
Lunch after activity and before meeting
Coaches’ workshops
Awards’ presentations.

Some regions were considering reducing their quorum to a figure which could
be “guaranteed”.
5

This Region has tried all of these, except reducing the quorum to a figure just
above the size of the regional management board. Whilst the latter is pretty
much guaranteed to be successful, it means that 15 people would effectively
settle issues reacting to the sport for some 39,000 members. In these days
when there is much talk about democracy, that does not seem reasonable.

6

Some sub-regions/counties experience similar phenomena with their ACMs, but
others seem to achieve good attendances, especially, for instance when
combined with a training day.

7

The Swim England Annual Council is usually well attended. It is populated
largely by delegates elected by regions, although it has to be said that some
regions struggle to, or do not, achieve a full slate of delegates. Interestingly,
despite being the biggest region, and appointing the most delegates, the South
East has invariably fielded a full team. Following incorporation, Swim England
will, in about 2 years, no longer hold an Annual Council, that being replaced
with the Company’s Members’ Forum – a kind of shareholders’ meeting, the
shareholders being elected by regions.

8

Are ACMs now an anachronism? In some senses, they are. In the past, they
formed part of the communication chain between the national governing body
and the rank and file membership, an provided part of the conduit for
information and views from the centre to the membership and vice versa.
Today, of course there are many more universal and quicker means of
communication. Contact between the clubs and the region is now largely
conducted through the paid staff. That said, the sport is still operated on a
membership basis, largely by volunteers who must be members, and theory
requires the membership to be able to hold management to account.

9

In the short term, and until, say, the Region incorporates, there must continue
to be an ACM unless the Constitution is changed. Section 11 of the Region’s
Constitution refers to the Regional Council. Article 11.4.1 requires the Council
to hold an Annual Meeting in September/October.

10

Given that the Constitution may only be changed at a Council Meeting, the 2019
ACM could be the last, if the membership agreed, at that ACM, to do away with
an ACM. This might be a drastic step, but it would be interesting to see if such
a proposal would draw the masses to the meeting: the best attended ACMs of
the former Southern Counties ASA in recent years were when the ASA was
proposing regionalisation and when it was proposing to introduce a national
membership fee. Certainly, controversy promotes democracy!

11

It is also interesting to note that only 2 motions, other than those from the
Board, have ever been submitted to the Region’s ACM. Both were by county
associations, one asking the Board to reconsider an affiliation fee increase, and
the other about improving communication with county associations. Is this an
indication that the rank and file of membership do not know the mechanisms to
influence the organisation?

12

Is the ACM difficult to access? The general feeling is that it is. The Regional
Office Manager presently sends out 3 messages, at approximately monthly
intervals, about the ACM, to club secretaries. The 2018 ACM agreed that
publication of the annual report and accounts on the website would suffice,

going forward, rather than sending hard copy as in the past. It seems that hard
copy is no longer popular, and providing the information by electronic means
should lead to better circulation within clubs.
13

Of course, a well organised club would appoint its delegates to the Region’s
ACM at its own AGM, but that culture seems sadly to be absent in many clubs …
Incidentally, this is recognised in the Constitution by allowing delegates to vote
by post at the ACM: although ballots at ACMs are rare of late, the Regional
Office Manager recalls receiving postal votes.

14

The Constitution is silent about the method of circulation of the summons and
agenda, and supporting papers, for the ACM. There was clearly a mood, at the
2018 ACM, for all the documents to be circulated to clubs electronically.
Frankly, this would be to the advantage of the Region in terms of time and
money. Presently, the Regional Office Manager spends at least 7 hours
arranging an ACM related mail-out, and the cost in postage is c£130 a time, let
alone the cost of printing and stationery. It is suggested that the Board could
decide to adopt electronic circulation for this, now, without further recourse to
Council and building on the feelings expressed at the 2018 ACM.

15

A point was made at the 2018 ACM about authorisation of delegates by clubs.
This could be achieved, without the delegate coming armed with hard copy, by
sending a pdf or a photograph of a signed authorisation to the regional office,
prior to the meeting. The Regional Office Manager could then provide a
checklist, not unlike a register of electors, to the scrutineers at the meeting.
Obviously, there would be a cut-off point for the preparation of the list – say
1630hrs on the last working day before the ACM.

16

On the subject of delegates, it would be worth entreating clubs to appoint
people attending the awards’ ceremony, as part of the ACM, as delegates to
that ACM.

17

Should the format of the ACM be changed? Basically, the ACM is a formal
occasion, for the adoption of the annual report and the annual accounts,
consider any motions, of which prior notice has been given, and make
appointments/hold elections (see Article 11.1 of the Constitution). It is argued
that debate is stifled by the requirement, in the Constitution, for prior notice
of questions or comments on matters in the report and accounts. Members will
know that this procedure follows that of Swim England, although it has to be
said that very few questions were raised on the “green pages” at the 2018 Swim
England Council.

18

The requirement for prior notice could be dropped from the Constitution, but
that would require a motion to the next ACM. The ACM could be invited, at the
start, to suspend the prior notice requirements of article 12.2.3 of the
Constitution for the meeting. If a majority agreed, that would allow
unannounced questions from the floor. Members will observe that there is no

guarantee that answers could be given at the meeting, if the answers required
research. This would require careful chairing and, indeed, respect for rulings
from the chair. If not, the meeting could descend into chaos.
19

Alternatives would be to offer an informal “open mic” session, as Swim England
has at the recent Council meetings, or an informal question and answer session,
before or after the formalities.

20

The Region has tried workshops prior to the formal meeting, in the past. Some
of the workshops have been fairly popular, eg the FINA update for swimming
officials in 2017 (note the high delegate attendance for the ACM that year),
while the programme for 2018 was abandoned because of lack of uptake. If the
concept is to be repeated, the Board needs to be seen to be offering subjects
which clubs and delegates will find interesting.

21

The regional awards’ ceremony has been a success, and, potentially, could lead
to a better attendance at the ACM. The Board is requested to agree, today,
that the ceremony will be repeated at the 2019 ACM.

22

Is the ACM ill-timed? In terms of attracting delgates, the short answer is “yes”,
falling, as it does, presently, just as the bulk of the sport is restarting after a
summer break. Obviously, it is well-timed to fit into the sequence ending with
the Swim England Council in October. However, the Swim England event will
be in May, in the future. The Region could move to April, in order to prepare
for the national meeting, but that is very close to the current financial year
end. This is matter which the Board may need to address in the near future.

23

Are ACMs relevant? This could be recast as “Are regions relevant?” Some could
argue that, save for collecting money from every category 1 and 2 member, the
bulk of the members of our clubs probably do not know that Swim England
South East exists, let alone what it does. The money alone should mean they
are interested, but, there again, local authorities collect Council Tax from
virtually every household but, on average, only a third of electors turn out for
local elections! The Board has striven hard to improve awareness of the
Region, but sadly, unless the Board promotes something controversial, it is
unlikely that visibility will improve in the short-term. This is disappointing,
given the sterling work of our staff, and our volunteers, across all sectors of the
sport.186

24

In summary, there are things which could be done now which would make the
ACM more accessible. There are things which could improve the situation in
the medium term. There are decisions which need to be taken now in respect
of the 2019 ACM.

RFP
14.02.19

Regional Checklist
This checklist provides an overview of the areas discipline managers should adhere
to when delivering regional activities (Residential and non-residential training camps
/ competition attendance / competitions)













Nominate an event manager / coordinator – the person with overall
responsibility for the activity.
Complete a risk assessment for the activity to be undertaken. Ensure the
provision of first aid is covered in the risk assessment.
Coach recruitment
o Provide a role description for the lead coach – listing all the tasks
involved with the role.
o Request a copy of coach’s qualification certificate. The minimum
requirement for a lead coach is a Swim England level 2 qualification.
All coaches (including any assistants) must have a valid DBS and
safeguarding certificate.
o Maintain a record of certificates, DBS date & number and Safeguarding
course date.
If coaches or team managers are to be paid for the activity delivery, you
should assess the role not the person using the ESI checklist found
here. Bryony will then be able to advise of the process to either employ the
relevant personnel or to arrange a self-employed contract for services. Please
ensure this is completed 4 weeks before the work is due to take place.
If expenses are to be paid this should be in line with the regional policy using
the associated form. Ensure all staff have received a copy of the regional
expenses form and are aware of the expenses claim procedure.
Team Manager recruitment
o Provide a role description for the Team Manager.
o All team managers should have attended TM 1 training (TM 2 training
is required if the activity includes an overnight stay or travel abroad).
o All team managers must have a valid DBS and safeguarding certificate.
Ensure the ratio of adults (staff) to participants follows the guidance in
Wavepower.
Ensure all participants have completed an event specific medical and consent
form – this must include a privacy policy statement in line with the GDPR
requirements. Must include 2 emergency contacts. Forms are required for
both athletes and staff.








Ensure the event manager / co-ordinator adheres to the region’s data
protection policies, ensuring all booking forms / competition conditions provide
the appropriate link to the privacy policies;
https://www.southeastswimming.org/privacy-policy-for-our-competitors/
https://www.southeastswimming.org/privacy-notice-for-officials-andvolunteers/
Ensure all participants and staff have received a code of conduct and signed
to confirm they will adhere to the document which provides clear guidelines
about the expected behaviour of adults and young people.
Ensure the lead person is aware of emergency procedures and how incidents
are to be reported.
Ensure any urgent communications for events are posted on Twitter.
Confirmation emails that are sent out in the lead up to events should advise
attendees to check the Twitter feed to ensure that there are no changes to
arrangements before they leave home. Any decisions should be made by the
local organiser.

Please note a DBS check and safeguarding course date must not be over 3
years old. The safeguarding course must be a course approved by Swim
England (which is a course approved by the Child Protection in Sport Unit).

Good Practice
Swim England South East branded templates are available for use, so all
documentation is consistently presented.
Please ensure events are promoted through Twitter and Facebook, contact Brian
Deval to discuss access / posting information.
Item for discussion by the RMB - Consistency of kit worn by regional teams/squads.

Volunteering Strategy
To ensure that the South East Region is a place where
clubs, athletes and volunteers can flourish.

Draft
Volunteering sub group
13 February 2019

South East Region Volunteering Strategy
Introduction
Volunteers play a vital part in aquatics. Without them, most of the opportunities and experiences
open to our athletes simply wouldn’t happen.
The people who give their time enjoy many of the benefits associated with actually participating in
the activity1. In some cases their experience goes far beyond the actual role they are doing by
supporting physical and mental wellbeing, individual development, social and community
development, and economic development. So when someone provides their time, energy and
expertise as a volunteer there’s a double benefit - for our athletes and for themselves2.
With this Volunteering Strategy, we aim to harness and increase the dual benefits. We want
everyone in the South East aquatics community regardless of age, background or level of ability to
feel able to volunteer. We need a volunteering environment that welcomes everyone; meets their
needs, treats them as individuals and values them as part of our community.
We are committed to supporting, enabling and celebrating volunteering in all its diversity. People
choose to volunteer for a variety of reasons. For some it offers the chance to give something back to
the sport or make a difference to the people around them. For others it provides an opportunity to
develop new skills3 or build on existing experience and knowledge. Regardless of the motivation,
what unites them all is that they find it both challenging and rewarding4.
Our vision is to ensure that the South East Region is a place where clubs, athletes and volunteers can
flourish. To achieve that goal we will put the experience of the volunteer at the heart of everything
we do to ensure that our Volunteering Strategy delivers for the future of our sport.

1

Volunteering in an Active Nation – Sport England
SE Volunteer Satisfaction Survey 2017 – volunteer wellbeing
3 SE Volunteer Satisfaction Survey 2017 where 51% of respondents said they can transfer skills
4 SE Volunteer Satisfaction Survey 2017 – volunteer wellbeing
2
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1

The need for a Volunteering Strategy

1.1

Volunteering is fundamental to aquatics at all levels – without volunteers there
would simply be no sport5. That’s why investing in volunteers and their experience is
so vital.

1.2

At a majority of events run by the Region we struggle to recruit sufficient numbers
from both qualified officials and non-technical volunteers. This adds a significant risk
to the successful delivery of events and could have a damaging effect on the careers
of swimmers and the reputation of the Region.

1.3

The issues being experienced by the Region are replicated nationally and at both sub
Region and club level. Therefore the success of this strategy will have a direct and
lasting impact at every level of our sport.

1.4

There are two primary areas of concern:

1.4.1

The internal effect;
• Increased pressure on existing volunteers
• Increased risk on delivering events due to gaps in our delivery team
• Negative impact on the work of the Region

1.4.2

The external effect;
• Damage to club and parental perception – is this organisation capable of
running an event?
• Damage to swimmer perception – is it worth me swimming in this event?
• Damage to operator perception – does this organisation pose a risk to us?

2

Guiding principles

2.1

In developing this Volunteering Strategy a number of guiding principles have been
adopted to enable focus on core issues. These principles include, but are not limited
to:
• We need volunteers more than volunteers need us – an individual stepping
forward to volunteer is a privilege for us, being a volunteer with us is not a
privilege.
• No volunteers no event – can we operate without volunteers? If the answer
is no then we must ensure we have a volunteer workforce in place.
• Every offer from a volunteer is valuable and should be carefully and
properly considered – rejecting an offer might mean you have lost them for
good. Just because they’re not suitable right now doesn’t mean that training
and mentoring cannot change this.
• Not everyone wants to be an official – it takes more than officials to run an
event and the sport.
• Volunteers need recognition – this need not be a financial or physical
recognition but must certainly tap into the emotional experience of
volunteering and being part of a volunteering community.
• The status quo is not an option.

5

Sport and Recreation Alliance
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3.

Understanding volunteer needs

3.1

At the core of this Volunteering Strategy is the need to provide volunteers with what
they say they need to improve the experience. The Swim England Volunteer
Satisfaction Survey 2017 identified 434 volunteers in the South East Region as saying
that they did not feel they were supported.

3.2

Volunteers in the Region are over whelming non-BAME, female (63%) and with a
majority (66%) aged between 36 and 55yrs. More than half (56%) of volunteers said
they had a physical condition that affected them.

3.3

Volunteers in the Region regularly give their time with 28% volunteering two or more
times a week and 14% volunteering every day. On average volunteers in the Region
gave 5 hours a week of their time.

3.4

When asked if they felt the Region did enough to recognise, value and reward the
contribution of volunteers 56% suggested this was not the case, with 21% saying
they felt dissatisfied by the way the Region supported them.

3.5

The Region had a good recognition amongst respondents when asked about access
to training but 17% were dissatisfied. There was a need to improve our offer when
asked if the Region provided sufficient training for officials. When asked if training
would enable them to fulfil their roles in our sport 51% said it would. Volunteers in
the South East were less likely to suggest volunteering in aquatics in 2018 than
previously (down 5% on 2016).

3.6

The survey also identified that most volunteers only engage with swimming (93%).
Of these, most were involved for between 3 & 5 years (25%). Evidence from Sussex
County ASA6 confirms this period as being related to the swimming careers of
volunteer’s children.

3.7

There was an expectation that volunteers should be recognised for their efforts with
21% saying they were dissatisfied by the Region’s response in this area.

4.

Objectives

4.1

The aim of the Volunteering Strategy is to ensure the South East is a Region where
volunteers know they are valued and can develop the skills they need. The focus of
the Strategy is to support the training of officials and non technical volunteers at
Regional and local events to improve governance and sustainability so the Region,
sub regions and clubs are able to strengthen and grow.

4.2

We will also:
• Aim to understand and improve the recruitment and retention of volunteers

6

Sussex County ASA officials survey 2016
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•
•
•
•
•
•

at regional, county and club level so we have a high quality, diverse and
motivated workforce
Provide guidance and support for recruitment, training and development
(support the training of officers, team managers and volunteers)
Deliver young volunteer training schemes
Support volunteer development events
Support Regional and sub regional volunteer development programmes
Ensuring each club has a trained welfare officer to address safeguarding
issues
Celebrate the achievements of the region’s volunteers

5.

How will we do this?

5.1

It is evident from responses to the Swim England 2017 survey that if the Region
wants ensure it has a skilled and vibrant volunteering base it needs to invest in
volunteers. This investment needs to be cross cutting with consideration given to the
needs and development of volunteers in every aspect of volunteering in the Region.

5.2

We already support many of the initiatives needed to enhance our volunteering
offer. Similarly there are significant resources available through our partner
organisations. The primary challenge is to bring this information together and
present it in a cohesive and accessible way.

5.3

To ensure that the Strategy meets the needs and expectations of current and future
volunteers it will need to:
• Be aligned with Swim England Volunteering Strateggy to support the delivery
of national initiatives at regional level
• Have agreed objectives and performance indicators against an agreed time
line
• Consult with and monitor at regular intervals and after all events
• Be funded from and report to the centre

6.

Leadership

6.1

The development and progress of a Volunteering Strategy should be reported at
Board level with a member of the Board leading the process supported by a steering
group consisting of a diverse mix of skills and experiences.

6.2

To achieve meaningful outcomes the Volunteering Strategy and the needs of
volunteers need to be embedded into the Region and to be adopted as part of their
terms of reference by all disciplines and Groups.

6.3

To ensure that the Strategy meets the needs of the Region and benefits sub-regions
and clubs the steering group will need to:
• Liaise with discipline groups and event organisers
• Liaise with official’s lead
• Liaise with SER comms
• Liaise with budget management
• Have regular contact with volunteers
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7.

Delivering the Volunteering Strategy

7.1

Because of the varied requirement of stakeholders the Volunteering Strategy must be
multi faceted; there is no one fit option.

7.2

It will not be possible to address all the issues at one time, the process of delivering on
the raft of initiatives needed to deliver a viable and effective Volunteering Strategy will
take time and require continuous review and repetition as cohorts of new volunteers
become involved and have their own expectations and requirements that need to be
met. Equally the Strategy cannot be rigid as new volunteers become engaged they will
in turn influence the Strategy.

7.4

The Actions discussed below are not exhaustive but should be seen as the start of the
process to build a framework that will support the identification, recruitment and
retention of volunteers in the future.

5
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8.

Actions

8.1.1

Raising awareness

8.1.2

To be successful and to deliver on its objectives the Strategy will need to have a
heightened profile and be easily recognised by all stakeholders. To achieve this it is
going to have to be multi faceted.

8.1.3

Given the resources of the Region to carry out the range of work it is essential to
manage expectations at all levels and for work to be planned and targeted.

8.1.4

Initially the Strategy should focus on two strands; technical and non technical
volunteers. These two groups will provide the majority of volunteers and will also
encompass many of the needs of sub regions and clubs. This will best be achieved by
the development of a distinct and versatile volunteer brand that sets out:
• The Region’s offer
• The benefits of volunteering to the individual
- match skills / roles / time available
• Expectation of and from volunteers
• Opportunities, roles and responsibilities
• Career pathway and skills development
•
CPD offer – volunteer workshops including event specific roles and event
training
•
Kit for non technical volunteers so that are seen to be and treated as part of
the event “team”. This kit would typically include water bottles and polo
shirts

8.1.5

Aligned to this will need to be dedicated communication channels that include:
• Volunteer portal from the main website
•
Newsletters containing training opportunities and information about future
volunteering opportunities
• Social media channels

8.2

Volunteer recognition

8.2.1

Volunteers are part of the team behind the performer and as such need to be
recognised for the part they play. The volunteers’ contribution in running clubs,
officiating or helping to run events needs to be seen in the same light as that of a
coach, physiotherapist and sport science.

8.2.2

The objective of any action must be to:
•
Heighten the profile of volunteering
•
Demonstrate that no one group of volunteers is more important than
another
•
Breakdown any perceived or actual barriers between different groups

8.2.3

Actions to achieve this could include:
•
Social event during events
•
Training/social activity held in various locations around the Region
•
Long service awards for volunteers – presented at events
•
Developing “my volunteering journey” biographies for the volunteer portal
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8.2.4

In addition to the above the Region has an established Annual Volunteering Awards
that are open to nominations from all sections of the aquatics community. There is
an option to sub divide this category to allow recognition of different groups of
volunteers; officials, event support team, club volunteers etc.

8.3

Volunteer pathway

8.3.1

Every volunteer has different motivation and expectations. If the Region is to
develop and retain a vibrant volunteering community it is going to need to provide
opportunities for volunteers to move across skill sets.

8.3.2

This will involve identifying new and innovative opportunities so that volunteers can
develop the skills they want. We already provide training for team managers,
welfare officers etc but do not have courses for someone who may want, for
example, support to become an effective club chairman.

8.3.3

The Region would need to work with partner organisations to promote and provide
these training opportunities but the benefits would be a stronger and more engaged
community.

8.4

Event planning and management

8.4.1

The impact of not having sufficient volunteers has already been identified as a
significant risk to the Region. Therefore the recruitment and needs of volunteers
should be central to event planning.

8.4.1

If volunteers are going to be encouraged to give their skills and time to support an
event every effort should be made to ensure that the experience they have before,
during and after the event is encouraging and supportive. They should know that
they are going to be valued and that they will get some benefit from it, whether skill
or personal development. They should also be confident that giving their time
should not have a personal cost.

8.4.2

The planning of every event should take consideration of:
• Accessibility and cost of accommodation*
• Transport links*
• Start times
• Local parking*
• Quality of refreshments
*There may also be a need to review expenses policies for some events.

8.4.3

The allocation of roles for volunteers should reflect the skills that volunteers have or
want to build on.

8.4.4

When recruiting volunteers consideration must be given to:
• Whether officials need mentoring
• The type of role the individual is happy to undertake (seated or standing)
• Whether they have DBS clearance
• The time they are able to offer; some people may only want to work for a
limited number of sessions
• Dietary requirements
• Volunteering pathway
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8.4.5

The recruiting process for volunteers for events should be open, easily understood
and automated. All communications with swimmers should have some ‘call to
action’ for volunteers. Officials and non technical volunteers that have known
contact details should be contacted through a newsletter format such as Mailchimp.

8.4.6

Responses should be managed through the website where we have a range of tools
available – but this will need to be used in a timely manner. A useful model for this is
the British Swimming Event Volunteer Hub
(https://www.britishswimming.org/members-resources/event-volunteer-hub/)

8.4.7

Before the event all volunteers should be given information about local
accommodation and parking etc – this can be done through the website. They
should also be told in advance who their ‘line manager’ is for the day/event and told
where to meet (if this is not possible then directions at the venue should be
available).

8.4.8

On arrival at a venue every effort should be made to remove any potential confusion
with all volunteers being welcomed and any accreditation and shirts etc provided –
kit can be pre-ordered on the recruitment form. At the start of the day volunteers
should be guided through the process for the day by:
•
The principle referee for technical officials
•
Non tech lead (manager) for non tech volunteers
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Swim England South East
Regional Management Board
Minutes of Meeting of Board Members held on Monday 14 January 2019 at Guildford Spectrum
____________________________________________________________________
Present:

Roger Penfold (RFP)
John Davies (JD)
Brian Deval (BD)
Carys Jones (CJ)
Mike Lambert (ML)
Chris Lee (CL)
Roger Prior (RGP)
Sara Todd (ST)

Chairman
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Also in attendance (non-voting):
Mike Farrar (MF)
Bryony Gibbs (BG)
1

Chairman of Swim England Board
Regional Office Manager

Apologies
Apologies had been received from:
George Adamson
Jon Glenn
Jenny Gray
Ivan Horsfall-Turner
Alan Lewis
William Long
Terry Norris
Shelley Robinson

2

Minutes of Meeting held on 25 November 2018
The minutes of the meeting were agreed as an accurate record.
Action: BG

3

Matters Arising
160 - Employment Matters – The Board was advised that BG had been recruited into the
Team Leader role, with effect from 02.01.19.
165 - Volunteering – will be discussed at the February meeting.
Landscape Sheet
1 – List of Assets – BG has received details of a number of Diving Trophies owned by the
Region.
6 – Mike Farrar RMB Attendance – Complete, to be removed
10 – Facilities RG50 – this has progressed and support has been received from Swim
England. No action required, to be removed.
11 – Cancellation of events – BD still requires a login for Twitter from HM.
16 – Employment Matters - Job descriptions for all staff have been approved and
subsequently graded by Swim England.
18 – Employment Matters – BG appointed as Team Leader. Complete, to be removed.
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19 – Incident Reports – Discipline Managers emailed 20.12.18. Completed, to be removed.
4

Mike Farrar – Swim England Chairman
Mike Farrar is the Chairman of Swim England. It was noted that Mike is an independent
Chairman, who does not come from a swimming background. Mike discussed some of the
work that is being done by Swim England particularly around wellbeing, social inclusion and
supporting talent. Funding will be reduced going forward, so there is a need for Swim
England is continuing to look at how they can bring in extra revenue. There was some
discussion around income and how this is split. Some of the funding that Swim England
receives is ring fenced for particular projects including support health and wellbeing. MF
expressed how proud particularly he was of the Dementia Friendly Programme.
There was some discussion around Swim England and the new Governance structure,
particularly as there was no one from the South East was on the Swim England Board. It
was agreed that it was, perhaps, too early to judge the impact. However, it was noted that
there have been issues with communications particularly in the case of some of the
disciplines. Central information is required much earlier so that plans can be put in place.
For example, the dates for the water polo NAGs were only recently received, which
prevented the regional discipline group from running a Coaches’ Conference, which they
needed to ensure did not clash. MF agreed that communications’ issues need to be
addressed and that he would report back on this.
The size of the Region and the challenges that this brings were discussed at length as there
are over 39,000 members and over 200 clubs. For instance, the West and East Midlands
combined are still smaller than the South East, but they have one Club Development Officer
each.
This also has challenges in terms of Regional Swimming Competitions as there is limited
pool stock and a one-size-fits-all approach, as events are mandated but time restrictions are
also put in place. The end result has been that there are swimmers in the Region who cannot
get into Regional Championships, due to limited capacity, but will be invited to swim at
Nationals. This degree of standardisation does not appear to put the swimmers first and
could result in swimmers being lost from the sport. MF will take this back to Grant Robins,
Head of Talent – Swimming. There are additional challenges in other disciplines where the
numbers on talent programmes are limited by Region: a recent example was highlighted in
some of the female water polo players, who had won an inter-regional competition, where
only 3 could be selected.
The subject of volunteering was also discussed and the challenges with this, particularly in
getting younger volunteers involved. MF confirmed that a lot of Regions are working on their
own schemes and programmes for recruiting volunteers so some sharing of best practice
may be beneficial on this topic. The idea of a central toolbox was discussed to help clubs
and volunteers and help make certain requirements easier for them. MF discussed some of
the volunteering opportunities that were being explored at a national level.

5

Appointments - Open Water Discipline Manager

6

Keith Barber will be standing down as Open Water Manager after the February meeting of
the Board. Carol and David Butler are the recommendation from the Open Water Group for
the position. This recommendation was endorsed by the Board.
Action: BG
Regional Annual Council Meeting
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RFP had been unable to produce a report for this item but would prepare one for the next
meeting. It was noted that the Region has over 12,000 adult members who would be eligible
to attend as delegates for their club and that the full quote of delegates would be around
430. Currently the Region requires only 25 delegates to attend the Annual Council Meeting.
There is a need to consider how the Region gets more of these members to the meeting?
Does the Region need them to attend this meeting?
The Annual Council Meeting is where the membership can hold the executive to account. It
was noted that if the Region were to incorporate that there would still need to be an AGM.
There would still be a need to elect the various roles and for the accounts and annual report
to be approved. It was felt that some of the reasons delegates may not attend could be that
obtaining the information from the Club Secretary can be difficult and that people do not feel
that they can influence matters. It was noted that most of the information does go on the
website and can be pushed out through social media but that certain information does need
to go to the secretary. If the awards continue, a note could be added about being a delegate
to make people aware of this.
RFP will put together a report for the next meeting.
Action: RFP
7

Regional Operational Plan – Governance
The items under Governance in the Regional Operation Plan were reviewed by the Board.
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Incorporation at a Regional Level – It was felt that it may be premature to include
this on the plan at this stage. However, this may have been on the template from
Swim England. This is something that the Region may consider in the future.
Provide model documentation to support the process of incorporation at
county and club level – These models will be provided by Swim England. Need to
seek guidance on this, for example a toolbox. Mike Farrar will check this with Jon
Keating.
Employment transfer of RCDOs to Swim England – This has been completed.
Annual appraisals of Regional employees – Timeline for this was discussed with
Maria Papadopoulos. Will also require input from JD and CJ.
Quarterly review of GDPR Compliance – will continue.
Ensure all clubs have up to date constitutions – For SwimMark clubs this is being
completed in line with their SwimMark submission dates. For non SwimMark club this
will be completed across the year. It was noted that the changes being implemented
are fairly minor for SwimMark clubs who already had model constitutions in place.
Support clubs through Stronger affiliation – This will impact non SwimMark clubs
who will need to submit 5/6 elements including Constitution, Safeguarding and
Accounts. Looking at having a workshop in each county to go through the
requirements. It was noted that there is a toolbox being created for this.
To undertake club visits to validate SwimMark accreditation – Sport England
want to ensure that the Club Mark standard is being maintained across all sports.
This will involve visits of 10% of SwimMark Clubs. Currently this is being trialled in
the West Midlands and has been well received. It was noted that this process needs
to be supportive. It was felt that peer review could be a good way to review this.
However this is part of the SwimMark accreditation and needs to be dealt with
nationally. Mike Farrar will raise this with Jon Keating. However the need was
understood in ensuring that the accreditation is meaningful.
Provide details of the process of dealing with internal disputes – this is vital. It
was confirmed that details had been added to the Regional website.
Swim England South East
Regional Management Board
14 January 2019

8

All other items listed were ongoing with no immediate actions or amendments required.
Action: BG
Network Funding
A paper had been circulated ahead of the meeting. So far for 2018/19 only one network had
claimed their funding for this year. Other payments had been made but they were accruals
from the previous financial year.

9

Following discussion it was agreed that the budget for the networks should be reduced for
2019/20 from £18k to £10k. It was also agreed that the networks would be reviewed further
at a future meeting, in the coming months.
Action: JD
Concession Agreement

10

It was agreed to offer an extension to the current Concession Agreement. All disciplines will
be reminded that they need to seek quotes from Mailsports for kit requirements.
Action: BG
Finance
RGP confirmed it was currently unclear where we would be at year end. However, it was
unlikely that the Region would reach the deficit budget of £50k.
In terms of the budget for 2019/20, the aim is to have a deficit budget of around £35k. Some
of this will be made up by the affiliation fee increase implemented to 2019. The only budget
request outstanding was for Synchro. It was noted that large budget increased had been
requested by both Water Polo and Diving. Water Polo are currently underspent by 50% of
their 2018/19 budget but have requested 30% more for 2019/20.
There was some discussion around whether to review the SEEDs programme. The
programme was bought in because there was no Diving Beacon in the Region. However,
Beacons were funded for 4 years with the expectation that after this period they would
become self-sustaining. It was understood that Diving would like to spend more on other
development but currently this budget was going towards the SEEDs programme.

11

It was confirmed that there was no issue about event entry fees being increased for 2019, if
required. Following agreement, at an earlier meeting looking at reducing the amount of cash
being handled at events MGL had researched the options around accepting card payments
at events. MGL recommended the use of World Pay and had allowed for the purchase of
two terminals within the 2019/20 budget request. The income from the door fees had been
reduced to accommodate any fees charged by World Pay, although this was understood to
be minimal. It was agreed that MGL should procced.
Action: MGL
Employment Matters
No update was necessary, given the information in minute 3.

12

Data Protection
No update was available.

13

Affiliations and Resignations
New Affiliations
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Lancing College – Following discussion it was proposed by RFP to approve this application
for affiliation. This was agreed unanimously.
Enquiries
Benenden School (Kent) – This enquiry had raised some questions about the template
currently used for school constitutions. It had been agreed to procced with the current
template, but that this template should be looked at and advice sought from Swim England
Legal.
Oaklands SC Southampton (Hampshire)

14

Change of Name
The request for Atlantis Amateur SC, to change its name to Atlantis Swimming Club, was
agreed. It was noted that clubs are now required to have a geographical reference within
their name, although the club had existed prior to this requirement. BG to advise the club
that having a geographical reference in their name would be preferable.
Action: BG
Correspondence
All items of correspondence were noted.

15

Swim England Senior Leadership Update November & December
The Senior Leadership Updates for November and December were noted.

16

Swim England Board Meeting Minutes
The minutes of the Swim England Board Meeting on 11 December were noted.

17

Swim England Sports Operation Committee Minutes
The minutes of the Swim England Sports Operation Committee on 20 November were noted.

18

Swim England Chairmen’s Minutes
Minutes of the Swim England Chairmen’s Meeting on 21 November were noted.

19

AOB

20

League Constitutions - John Davies made the Board aware of a complaint that had been
upheld by the Judicial Commissioner against a League in the South East Region. The
constitution contained first-claim rules and these were enforced, preventing a swimmer from
entering their competition, as they had not entered under the club with whom they held the
longest membership. A complaint was raised and the Commissioner ruled in the swimmer’s
favour. The league have been told that they are required to update their constitution. It was
agreed that an article should go in the next newsletter advising that associations and
leagues should check that their constitutions are up to date and ensure that no old laws are
included. JD to put some wording together for BD.
Action: JD / BD
Date of Next Meeting
Sunday 24 February, 10am, Holiday Inn Guildford.
The meeting was closed at 21.00
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AGENDA ITEM 3

1
2

3

4

5

7

8

9

MATTERS ARISING FROM RMB MEETINGS
Updated as at 18 February 2019
SUMMARY OF AGREED ACTIONS
MIN REF
ACTION
13.10.2015
BG
List of Assets
BG to compile a list of assets for Trustees
Min 140.3
13.07.17
RFP
ASA’s 150th Anniversary
RFP to contact Dave Fletcher & the ASA to find out more information on Min 257
what they are doing to celebrate. A small sub group will be formed to
explore ideas and plan an event to celebrate.
11.09.17
RFP
APPG for Swimming
A Parliamentary Group has been formed to promote Swimming. There are Min 287
two Members of Parliament from the South East on the group. RFP will
find terms of reference for the group.
10.10.17
RFP / HM
Constitutions
There are reps within the Region that check constitutions however it was
Min 313
noted that there is not one within ONB. RFP to approach ONB about
finding a rep there.
26.11.17
HM / KJ / BD
Review of the Region’s Strategy 2017-2021
It was agreed that operating plans would be produced to support the Min 318
strategy with some KPIs to so that performance can be measured. The
RCDOs will take a lead and liaise with the Discipline Managers.
18.02.18
WL, BD, HM, KJ,
Volunteering Sub Group
Min 31
RG, SH & ML
At the February meeting it was agreed that a sub-group would be formed
to look at Volunteer recruitment and succession planning. It had been
agreed that this group would comprise of WL, BD, HM, KJ, RG, SH and
ML and that the discipline managers would also be involved.
BD has been in contact with the Insight team regarding the Volunteer
Survey timing. It was confirmed their survey will conclude at the end of
March so the Regional Survey will go out around 4-6 weeks after this. BD
is meeting with the Insight team to discuss what they would like us to
gather and what information they already have that the Region can use.
Club Internal Disputes
It was agreed that SR would put together a clear flowchart to show the
process that should be followed for different issues and where clubs can
obtain guidance.
Club Insurance
Following some concerns raised by clubs it was agreed that RG would call
Hiscox (Swim England’s Insurance Provider) as it had been noted that
their conditions state if a clubs payroll is greater than £50k they must
notify the insurance company. It was agreed that RG would clarify, and if
this is the case information would go in the next Regional newsletter to

11.06.18
Min 90

SR

10.07.18
Min 105

RG

COMMENTS
Ongoing

In Progress

On Agenda - Feb

On Agenda - Feb

In Progress

11

ensure clubs are aware. It was also queried if this would only apply to
employees or would include those that are self-employed as well.
10.07.18
Cancellation of events
BD had produced a report looking at contingency plans for events, arising Min 110
from the experience with the coaches’ seminar on the Swim England
Pathway Programme at Leatherhead, earlier this year. The report was
circulated ahead of the meeting. The report proposed that there needed to
be a key decision maker for each event and clear lines of communication,
should there be any changes to arrangements.

BG

In Progress

HM / KJ

In Progress – report back to
Feb meeting

RFP

On Agenda – Feb

Following discussion it was agreed that any urgent communications for
events should be posted on Twitter. Confirmation emails that are sent out
in the lead up to events will advise attendees to check the Twitter feed to
ensure that there are no changes to arrangements before they leave
home. Any decisions should be made by the local organiser.
10.09.18
Min 127

12

Regional Operation Plans
An email from Jon Keating and document template were circulated ahead
of the meeting along with a plan by JD on who should deal with the
different elements involved. The Development Group produced a strategy
document last year which covers 2017-2021. The RCDOs have then
liaised with the Disciplines to produce plans which follow on from the
strategy document. The RCDOs propose to link this reporting template to
the strategy document and the action plans. This will allow the Region to
give Swim England a clear view of the work that is being done within the
Region. This approach was agreed by the Board.

13

09.10.18
Annual Council Meeting
It was agreed that RFP would explore potential solutions for future Annual Min 147
Council Meetings and report back to the January meeting. It was noted
that any changes for example, reducing the quorum, would need to be
approved at the 2019 meet so would not take effect until 2020.

14

Data Protection
It was agreed to send a reminder to all staff to ensure that when sending
email to multiple recipients that ‘b’cc’ was used.
Regional Assets
It was agreed that discipline groups should take responsibility for ensuring
that trophies are returned. Each Discipline will be asked for assurance that
they have robust procedures in place to ensure that they know where the
trophies are and processes in place to ensure that they are returned.

15

09.10.18
Min 149

RFP / BG

09.10.18
Min 151

BG

In Progress

16

17

20

21

Employment Matters
To facilitate drafting of job descriptions for the RCDOs and a subsequent
competency assessment to determine appropriate level of remuneration.
Employment Matters
Formally thank Freedom Leisure Ltd for employing the Regional Club
Development Officers on behalf of the Region, since 01 June 2010.
Data Protection
Over the next 12 months the focus will be on internal policies as a Region
for employees. This will include an internal data privacy policy. We will
need to risk assess internally what we are collecting and who this
information is shared with to ensure we are reducing any risk. There is a
requirement that the Region has a position on how long data is kept for. A
policy will also need to be put in place to determine how we deal with
individual requests. Training may be required for employees covering how
this relates to their roles day to day and is something that the Region may
also want to consider for Discipline Managers.
Conflict of Interest Forms
As part of the updates a new Conflict of Interest form has been produced
by Swim England. BG to amend and circulate to RMB members for
completion.

Updated 18/02/2019 BG

15.10.18
Min 158

RFP

25.11.18
Min 160

RFP

25.11.18
Min 166

Data Protection
Sub Group

25.11.18
Min 168

BG

In Progress

In progress email sent
20.12.18 for completion by
31.01.19

For internal use only

Swim England Senior Leadership
Update January 2019
Clubs







Stephanie Gadd took up her role as CDO for the South West region on 7 Jan, bringing a
wealth of knowledge and experience from the FA and other roles.
Talent Lanes / Membership Growth projects: to date we’ve invested in 24 projects and will
report on the impact of these in the coming months.
We recently presented our continued plans with the London Aquatics Centre (LAC) club
programme to Sport England. These focus on Newham UEL SC growing a sustainable
programme at LAC and across Newham. Sport England were happy with the strategy, thanks
to Rosa Gallop and the London Region for their support.
Lord Mayors Fund: we were invited to bid for up to £20k to support aquatic development
across the East London region and have submitted a joint bid with London region.
The South East region has commenced projects to grow water polo (junior – stages 8, 9,
10), increasing numbers into the connected clubs and children taking up the sport. They are
working with two separate operators: Everyone Active and Freedom Leisure.

Commercial and Marketing








New online content plan approach has generated 22k unique page views from 33 stories.
Following a successful trial (autumn 2018), ProSwimwear has booked a package of digital
advertising throughout 2019.
The homepage of Learn to Swim and Swim England Qualifications websites have been redesigned, with emphasis on informative videos at the top of pages.
We have launched a number of items including:
- Refreshed Frontiers Toolkit online with improved imagery and user experience.
- New advertising slot on PoolFinder.
- New School Swimming and Water Safety Charter portal, with resource download areas.
- New competition for Just Swim members; draw to win over £1,000 worth of prizes. 14%
uplift in number of Just Swim members during January alone.
The final edition of Swimming Times was delivered.
#LoveSwimming Wave 3 evaluation took place with all 12 campaign funding partners. So
far there has been over 3.8m social media impressions and 477k content views. Wave 4 is
scheduled to launch in April, focused on physical health benefits of swimming.

England Talent
Synchronised Swimming
 Induction day held for 21 Age Group and Development Athletes. Coaches were in place for
the Development Squad but we are now looking for two replacement Age Group Coaches
following last minute withdrawal.
 Budget for the UK Sport award of £192,500 is being put into place.
 Final entries made to 2019 FINA World Series in Paris in March and Japan in April.
 International Judges assigned to competitions through 2019.
 International Expert second visit at end of month to assist with development of Duet and
programme.

Water Polo
 The National Academy is underway with over 60 athletes attending the programme in
Northampton in January.
 Exploration of a national awareness campaign for concussion is being undertaken with
Headway – the national charity.
 National Age Group Championships have been organised. Sophie Byrne has done a great
job managing this.
Para-swimming
 By working in collaboration with Level Water, GLL and COMAST we are now developing an
additional two Start Para-swimming sessions in Manchester. Manchester will now have three
Start Para-swimming sites where young disabled swimmers can develop their skills and
progress towards becoming a Para-swimmer.
 The South West Para-swimming committee delivered its second development event at the
Plymouth Life Centre. 10 coaches attended CPD, the introduction of our physical literacy
framework and the identification of 12 eligible swimmers.
Swimming
 The second of six Coach 2024 meetings happened in Jan - all 18 coaches attended and
looked at their INSIGHT profiles, working with the theme self-awareness over the two days.
 E-shots are being distributed for our annual Sport Science and Sports Medicine conference
on the 10 March where we are hoping for 100 delegates.
 20 swimmers and 10 support staff are attending the Nice Open meet in France from 7-10
February. Swimmers will arrive with their process goals in preparation for the April trials.

Events




Synchronised Swimming National Age Group Championships, 2-3 March 2019, in
Manchester have opened for entries.
Water Polo National Age Group Championships, U17 & U19, 13-14 April 2019, in
Liverpool have also opened for entries.
Team Conference and Awards will take place on 16 May 2019 in Nottingham and the
nominations process has opened, remaining open until end of March 2019.

Health and Wellbeing






Aquatic Activity for Health Qualification: We are currently recruiting tutors to deliver this
qualification. The courses are proving popular and so we are seeking to increase our capacity
to meet expected demand. This training is vital to support our Water Wellbeing programme as
we expand it over the next few months.
Clinical Trial: We hosted an initial meeting to discuss the possibility of a clinical trial using
the Good Boost system (technology on waterproof tablets that provides tailored, progressive
aquatic activity sessions for people with or at risk of long term health conditions). University of
Nottingham and Sheffield Hallam University academics attended and are keen to be involved.
A follow up will take place in March to work on the application, with a view to providing clinical
level evidence of the impact of our work.
HEE application: We have submitted an application to Health Education England for funding
to develop e-learning modules on aquatic activity for health professionals. It is hoped this
project will link with existing initiatives such as Moving Medicine and Clinical Champions
training and will educate health professionals on the benefits of aquatic activity, encouraging
them to signpost patients to the pool.

Insight


Club Survey: Clubs were surveyed towards the end of 2018 to understand their current
strengths and see what challenges they face. Awareness of the Para-Swimming Athlete
Pathway was also covered. Results showed good satisfaction levels of support services over
the past 12 months and have helped reinforce the club development team’s current



implementation plan. In particular the latter has demonstrated the need to increase the
number of volunteers, retain the current workforce and attract new members.
Swim Safe: Continued evaluation has helped evidence the impact of the expanded
programme. Key results include increased awareness of where to swim and what to do if
someone falls into open water. The key messages of the programme were effectively
remembered by almost all participants. Overall satisfaction with the Swim Safe programme
was exceptionally high, receiving a NET promoter score of +93.

Institute of Swimming





The much anticipated new website with integrated booking launched on 9 Jan. It brings a
number of benefits including an enhanced customer experience when searching, booking and
paying for learning, and sharing the home website of Swim England.
A number of partners have signed new contracts including: 1Life (first SLA signed for more
than 12 months), Sentinal leisure (first SLA), Gravesham Community Leisure, Doncaster,
Liberty Leisure (first SLA), BH live.
Our Pool Water Treatment Advisory Group accreditation was accepted.
An instructability course for learners with disabilities was delivered in London.

Learn to Swim







School Swimming Charter resources for Schools and Operators launched in Jan. 43
schools and 50 operators have signed up and we have attended three PE conferences.
We are working with the Youth Sport Trust to help support their Swimming Innovation
Project which is funded through the Department for Education. This aims to improve and
increase opportunities for pupils with SEND by increasing the quality and impact of PE/SS/PA
provision and training through innovating new content and delivery approaches. £15k will be
given to Swim England to support the insight, training and development of resources.
Expected Standards Videos are due for launch on 6 Feb - £12 annual fee to view, £250 to
download all videos per year.
LTS conference held with My Time Active with 45 teachers present.
Swim Ireland, Scottish Swimming, Swim Wales and Swim England met in Edinburgh to
discuss and share all things LTS and there was interest from the other home countries in
using the Swim England Pre-School and Adult Frameworks.

People Development
In January the team:
 Recruited for six roles (employed and volunteer), processing 238 applications, engaged 14
casual workers and sent out 26 contracts for services.
 Published training sessions for five new courses: Resilient me, Enhancing your presentation
skills, Feeding back on performance, Developing effective teams and Enhancing
communication skills.
 Facilitated the competency framework working group.
 Confirmed we will be supporting Badminton England with their people services in 2019.

Strategic Partnerships




Partner events: Significant work has gone into planning two partner events in February:
- 12 Feb - focus on the delivery of school swimming with our national partners who have
the ability to deliver school swimming across 600 pools nationwide.
- 13 Feb - 40 of our regional partners, who cover 250 pools nationwide, are attending and
the agenda will focus on school swimming as well as workforce recruitment and the
#LoveSwimming campaign.
Partnership Portfolio: An annual review has taken place on the Strategic Partnership
Portfolio which highlights successes and informs areas of focus for 2019. It also builds the
narrative for partner selection and performance to contribute to our end of year performance
review with Sport England (in April).



Sandwell Facilities: Work continues with Sandwell Council to ensure the facilities built for
the Commonwealth Games are relevant to both the games and the legacy plan. Several
meetings are taking place across the Partnerships, Facilities and Sport Development teams
to ensure we achieve beneficial outcomes for our sports and the future legacy of Sandwell.

Swim England Qualifications



We launched a brand new video which highlights the rewards of a Swimming Teacher
career and why Swim England qualifications are the choice of the industry.
We are exploring how best to highlight how the qualifications go above and beyond the
expected standard and are the best in the industry. Key messages around this will be
developed and shared with field based teams in the near future.

Volunteering and Pathways






Volunteering: Draft review of Swim England National Awards completed and discussed with
J Wheeler in readiness for regional chairs meeting. Filming for Technical Officials (Swimming)
training completed and draft delivery plan agreed with Swim Officials Group. Technical
Officials (2018) experience survey has been agreed to establish priorities for recruitment and
training. The Youth Panel has met to introduce new members to the group and set up sub
groups to work on safeguarding and mental health projects
Synchro city: Launch event date agreed (27.03.19) and planning is underway to host the
event in partnership with the Events Team. The plan for the delivery has been completed and
presented to Strategic Partnerships.
Open Water: Initial meeting with internal stakeholders has been held with clear areas of
priority agreed to support the development of the Plan.
Water Polo: Initial conversations with national charity Headway have taken place to explore a
campaign to raise concussion awareness. There has been positive Engagement with AoC
Sport to discuss pilots for collegiate Water Polo activity.

Please contact sian.breen@swimming.org with any enquiries and for further details.

Amateur Swimming Association
(Swim England) Limited Board
Minutes
30 January 2019
SportPark, Loughborough
Present:
Mike Farrar (Chair)
Keith Ashton
Neil Booth
Ali Breadon
Caroline Green
Sarah Gregory

Brian Havill
Ian Mackenzie
Jane Nickerson
Bernard Simkins
Sue Smith

Officers in attendance:
Jack Buckner – Chief Executive, British Swimming
Richard Barnes – Director of Legal and Company Secretary
Siân Breen – Senior Administration Officer
Min No:
Welcome
1.
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and all present introduced
themselves to Jack Buckner (JB).
2.

Apologies
David Flack

3.

Declarations of interest
None declared

4.

Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Amateur Swimming Association (Swim
England) Limited held 11 December 2018
The Minutes were agreed as an accurate record of the meeting.

5.

Review of actions arising from the meeting held on 11 December 2018
Min 7.3: It has proven very difficult to get all necessary parties together in the
upcoming months for a disciplines summit. Additionally, work is ongoing with the
management groups around their terms of reference which should take priority. As a
consequence it was determined that there was value in delaying the date, to be set
in early autumn as soon as possible.
Min 8.1: Emma Griffin (Operations Director) is in contact with Claire Davenport
(British Swimming Director of International Influence) to understand exact
requirements for international influence roles.

Min 8.3: Jon Glenn (Learn to Swim & Workforce Director) has taken further advice on
container pools and determined that the current planned size should be sufficient for
the number of children that would be utilising the facility. Additional guidance to be
sought from KA. Within the next few weeks storage information is expected to be
confirmed and there are meetings to understand how the pool could be set up in one
school for a term, being used by that school and others in the local vicinity.
Min 9.4 – NB to double check that SGB representatives on discipline management
committees were thanked for their services in these roles.
6.

Confirmation of decisions made by email
None

7.

Chairman’s report
The Chairman emphasised the importance of the Board’s strategy, outlining that the
crucial building blocks of the organisation - governance, executive, key relationships,
financial stability and staff commitment - were now in place, so key objectives could
be defined. It was agreed this was a timely action that should be scheduled into a
future meeting, in conjunction with determining how the Board can best add value.
The need for director visibility was highlighted and the Chairman explained that as
well as big championships, attending regional, county or club sessions was equally
informative.
With reference to the report, it was noted that the comprehensive spending review
had not yet started but that it would be crucial to present a coherent view. The
Chairman stated that Olympic medal winning sport teams help build the national
identity on a global stage, underlining the importance of sport beyond the health
attributes.

8.

British Swimming CEO’s Update
The vision and values of British Swimming were introduced, with an outline of the
three funded disciplines mission for Tokyo 2020. JB explained how, although the
disciplines required separate focus, there needed to be a broad vision that clearly
demonstrated British Swimming as one organisation. Partnership working is a crucial
part of achieving the aims of the elite side of the sport and recent collaboration must
be built upon. British Swimming’s recent successes were outlined, along with areas
of further potential. Strategic positioning and the use of ‘swimming stories’ were
discussed, with consideration that the sport is large enough to incorporate a variety
of narratives.
JB was questioned on a number of items:
- The International Swimming League (ISL): confirmation provided that
swimmers would no longer face sanctions from FINA if they chose to
compete. British Swimming is still involved in discussions on the most
effective way to run the ISL and holds the relationship with its’ swimmers,
helping them make the right choices, as the most important part of this work.
- Commercial prospects of the Commonwealth Games: opportunities always
exist at multi-sport events but the stretch on resources for big events does
not necessarily guarantee tangible benefit. The Midlands has a lot of scope to
improve its commercial standing and could develop relationships with local
businesses around sport, generating a new story.
- Relationship with Swim England’s Chief Commercial & Marketing Officer:
regular meetings take place both on joint commercial groups and separately.
Many sponsors do not recognise British Swimming and Swim England as
distinct bodies so it is crucial to work collectively.

-

-

Home countries: all have different pressures, markets and scale but there will
be a commonality in financial strain. Maintaining coherence is therefore
crucial and, in the future, there may be a need to design some creative,
innovative projects that will involve more risk.
Advocates for sport and physical activity: it was noted that other sports,
especially cycling, use this to their advantage demonstrating that positive
benefits may arise if developed in our sport.

The Board noted that Forbes Dunlop will be leaving his role as Chief Executive of
Scottish Swimming to take up the role of Chief Operating Officer at Sport Scotland in
April.
9.

CEO’s report
The CEO updated the board on her meeting with Tim Hollingsworth, the new Chief
Executive of Sport England. The 2021-2025 investment strategy is likely to involve
consultation, with the review procedure beginning earlier. Government outcomes
place emphasis on getting people active and consequently general engagement in
the water must be a key focus going forward. Evidence will be very important and
although Swim England has good understanding of the barriers to swimming and are
tackling these, we must consider the public’s preferred activities and how these can
be adapted for the pool.
A single voice for sport will be crucial to ensure a strong message in parliament,
especially in highlighting the importance of using sport as an aid to the NHS and
Education.
Work will continue on ensuring the pathway is diverse, with pressure expected on
Talent as funding is balanced between talent and participation.
Further detail was provided on the following points of the report:
 Commonwealth Games 2022: the Board queried whether plans for a Water
Polo competition around the games were ongoing. The CEO explained that
financial feasibility must first be determined and confirmed contact would be
made with Manchester to establish interest.
Action: JMN to speak to the relevant parties in Manchester to determine
potential progress on a Water Polo Commonwealth Games competition.
 Drowning prevention: work is being undertaken to ensure messaging across
the various drowning prevention agencies is clear and consistent.
 Swimming Qualifications Comparison to Competitors: there was discussion
on the most effective way to present the data to best inform the Board of
areas of concern.

10.
10.1

Committee/Working Group Reports
Sport Operations Committee
NB outlined the key areas of discussion from the meeting:
- Athlete voices: EG working with British Swimming to determine how athletes
can be encouraged to be involved in the management of sport.
- Relationship between clubs and operators: meeting planned between a
number of clubs and operators of various sizes to help all parties understand
how they can work better together.
- Certificate of disability: consultation coming to a close and certificate will be
modified to ensure suitability with current requirements.
- Hall of Fame: confirmation from British Swimming that their Hall of Fame
would be concentrating on elite performance, whereas the Swim England
version would be focused on exceptional contribution to the sport from
athletes, volunteers and coaches.
- Discipline management groups: further work required to determine structure,
operation, staff relations and succession planning for future work. The

-

10.2

requirement for a code of conduct between volunteers and staff has been
identified.
Regions: conversations required regarding membership structure and fees
and ensuring reasonable levels of reserves in relation to business needs.
Website: noted that there are still references to the ASA that require
updating. Ali Sibcy-Allen is the point of contact for all required updates when
encountered.

REMCOM
The 2% increase for the 2019 pay award was proposed and the Board voted in
favour, with the CEO and CFO abstaining due to conflict of interest.
Further updates from the meeting were as follows:
- A report on Senior Leader benchmarking with other organisations would be
delivered at a future meeting, the process for all other levels having been
completed.
- Additional meetings to the prescribed two per year may be required to ensure
Swim England keeps abreast of upcoming developments regarding BAME
and disability reporting.
- A document had been created regarding pay principles and, after further
finessing, will provide employees with a clear view on how pay is set and the
potential for progression.
- The draft gender pay gap report was to be celebrated as it showed a
decrease from 11.2% to 9.8%. The hard work that had gone into this result
was commended.

11.
11.1

CFO’s Report
November Management Accounts
The CFO informed the Board that there was little new in the accounts, with variances
having been discussed in detail at previous meetings. The overall performance was
considered to be positive against the budget, although attention was drawn to the
adverse variance relating to Swim England Qualifications. It was noted that auditing
would take place in mid-February with a report composed for the March meeting.

11.2

Draft Statutory Accounts
The Board noted that the document was an early draft and composition had been
more time consuming than previous years as a result of the charity requirements.
A number of changes were proposed for completion prior to the March Board
meeting. There was discussion on potential impacts of publishing more information
on subsidiary accounts than previous years and the CFO confirmed that discussions
were taking place with auditors to determine how to best mitigate against any
conceivable issues.
Following approval by the Board in March it was expected that dissemination would
take place by April, in conjunction with the annual report.

12.

Facilities
KA provided the Board with background on what is a large and very important part of
the swimming story. The lack of hard evidence on the exact demand for pool time
across the spectrum of use was outlined, especially in relation to residual time and
space. It was noted that Facilities are the essential physical asset enabling the
delivery of the strategic outcomes and as such accurate insight on the most
significant pressures and risks is crucial. The complexities and demands on new
builds was discussed and it was agreed that settling the basic requirements was
essential to the development of suitable spaces.

There was discussion on the output of the existing facilities working group which was
noted as being very technically focused. The benefits of this were recognised but it
was considered that a group was also required to ensure immediate concerns were
tackled, resolving strategic issues to build a better system. The Board requested that
the working group propose three major areas of work for focus.
Action: KA to bring Board three areas of focus from the Facilities working group.
KA welcomed all further thoughts and suggestions.
13.

Any other business
NB was proposed and agreed as the child safeguarding champion.

14.

Dates of future meetings
Board - Tuesday 26 March – Loughborough
Board - Tuesday 21 May – Loughborough
Board - Tuesday 23 July – Loughborough
Board – Tuesday 10 September – Loughborough

Swim England Sport Operations
Committee
Minutes of the meeting held 15 January 2019
SportPark, Loughborough
Draft minutes subject to approval at the next meeting
Present:

Neil Booth
Ian Mackenzie
Emma Griffin
George Wood
Damien Stevenson
John Hidle
James Boucher
Pippa Jones

Chairman
Board Director
Operations Director
Sports Development Director
Insight and Partnerships Director
Regional Chairs Representative
Swim England Member
Swim England Member

Staff:

Ali Sibcy-Allen

Senior Administration Officer

Min No:
1.
1.1

Standing Items
Chairman’s welcome
The Chairman welcomed the group.

1.3

Apologies
Sue Smith – Board Director
Alex Harrison – Swim England Member
Jon Glenn – Learn to Swim & Workforce Director

1.4

Declarations of Interest
Ian Mackenzie – National Swimming League, Institute of Swimming
James Boucher – Sits on masters committee

2.

Items for Decision
None

3.
3.1

Items for Discussion
Actions arising from previous meeting
Min 3.3: British Swimming are developing a similar proposal. EG to meet with
Jack Buckner to identify the feasibility of linking into what they are doing and/or
any key learnings.
Min 3.4: Board agreed to follow the recommendation. Certificate review in
progress.
Min 3.5: The proposal has further developed and an external facilitator has
been contacted with a view to engaging with operators and clubs separately
before bringing them together. It is hoped that an external, independent
facilitator will help to fully engage both clubs and operators. As part of the

engagement longer term it is recognised that counties and regions will need to
be included in discussions.
It was noted that resources for delivery will need to be monitored as the project
grows.
A number of national operators have been identified for initial engagement with
an awareness that this will need to incorporate smaller operators moving
forwards. The clubs for this first consultation have also been identified, with
swimming being the main focus to start.
Min 3.7: positive progress has been made and a paper will be submitted to the
March SOC meeting to include costs and the project plan which will have been
developed with the agency who will be delivering. A two stage delivery
process is now favoured with delivery at regional championships during spring
2019 and rollout to clubs during autumn 2019.
3.2

Review of Certificate of Swimming Disability
Paper submitted to discipline leads for artistic swimming, diving and swimming.
Responses have been received with a revised document to be produced. The
rule exemption documentation is to be finalised for swimming before the other
disciplines and the development team review for relevance for the individual
disciplines.

3.3

Hall of Fame
Queries were raised relating to the inclusion of ‘volunteer’ within the Hall of
Fame as there is already a Volunteer Awards. A discussion followed during
which it was agreed that the volunteer criteria would remain but it should
highlight the requirement for the nominee to have done something remarkable.
It was reiterated that there would be no requirement to induct individuals in
each area or discipline every year.
It was advised that British Swimming are also developing a Hall of Fame and
consideration was given to how the Swim England version would be different
with contribution to the sport considered to be the defining criteria not just
performance. Additionally, it was proposed that being inducted to the British
Swimming Hall of Fame would not preclude an individual being inducted into
the Swim England Hall of Fame providing they have contributed to the
development of the sport. Agreement was given to remove ‘performance’ from
the athlete category title.
Further information on the British Swimming process was deemed necessary
to confirm if they are purely focussing on performance and whether they would
be including all disciplines. EG is meeting with Jack Buckner to discuss.
Clarification was given for the nomination process. Following discussion it was
determined that Swim England can add to nominations if information is missing
to ensure that the most complete nomination is submitted to the panel for
consideration.
Suggestions for the composition of the panel and the format of the Hall of
Fame were tabled for consideration.
EG to review paper following discussions and circulate to SOC for agreement.

3.4

Discipline Management Groups
Liaisons have made contact with the Management Groups and have attended,
or arranged to attend, meetings. It was requested that the minutes from each
Discipline Management Group meeting are circulated to SOC members.
The Discipline Management Groups are to be encouraged to set an annual
meeting programme as is customary for the Board and SOC with the highest
priority being the meeting with the regional representatives.
A meeting is to be arranged between the Discipline Management Chairs, SOC
liaisons and key SE personnel to discuss the management of the disciplines
and expectations from both sides, along with providing clarity on budgets.
Sub-committees of the Discipline Management Committees were considered
as swimming are looking to create an open water committee. It was agreed
that the Management Committee would determine the form and function of the
sub-committee with SOC having a requirement to see the TORs and
membership.
It was advised that Sue Smith had agreed to be liaison for the Club
Management Group.

4.
4.1

Items to note
Coaching Register Update
The link between OMS and Integra is working, with the relevant fields being
populated via the coach’s name and information relating to DBS certification,
safeguarding status and qualification level being imported to Integra. The
system is live with communication sent to club secretaries to update the OMS
details for their club before 31 March 2019. Following this coaches will be able
to access the system to confirm the information held on them is correct. Where
information or certificates are missing secretaries and coaches will have an
ability to submit evidence of these.
The benefits of the register were highlighted. EG agreed to distribute the
document provided to clubs to SOC members.

4.2

Membership Review Update
Background information was provided on the purpose of the review and that
membership was not just being considered in a traditional sense but extending
the current reach and revenue.
Details of the review were given highlighting the four key areas being looked at
(club, workforce, LTS, mass) and the format of the review, including the
proposal to be submitted to SOC for feedback. It was noted that some areas
will have a greater potential and be more achievable than others as well as
requiring differing levels of investment.
Confirmation was given that consultation with the sport will need to occur
following internal processes and that an understanding of our members should
underpin some of the review.

4.3

Minutes of the meeting held 20 November 2018
The minutes were agreed as an accurate record of the meeting.

4.4

Minutes of the Swim England Board Meeting held 11 December 2018
No matters on the minutes were raised.

5.
5.1

Any Other Business
International influence: The Swim England CEO has asked SOC to consider
how individuals are identified and put forward to be considered for roles within
International sporting organisations A meeting is to be arranged with British
Swimming to understand their process and see if SOC can link in with this.

5.2

SE/ASA on website: There are a number of links on the website where ASA
needs to be replaced with SE. SOC are to take ownership of these and report
links to a central point to enable these to be updated. Links should be sent to
Ali Sibcy-Allen to pass on to relevant department.

5.3

Online hosting of meeting papers – thoughts to be fed back to AS-A.

5.4

AGM and Presidents Dinner for 2020: Provisional date 16 May 2020

5.5

Masters membership review needs to be in place in preparation for this year –
low level competition, NB to determine process for review.

5.6

Any requests for further agenda items to be sent to Ali Sibcy-Allen.

6.1

Future Meeting Dates
Tuesday 12 March 2019
Tuesday 7 May 2019
Tuesday 9 July 2019
Tuesday 27 August 2019
Tuesday 26 November 2019

